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FOREWORD
The Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) Recovery Tradeoff Study described herein was
performed during Part 1 of the RRS Phase B contract. This report is one of several that describes
the results of various trade studies performed to arrive at a recommended design for the RRS
satellite system. The overall RRS Phase B Study objective is to design a relatively inexpensive
satellite to access space for extended periods of time, with eventual recovery of experiments on
Earth. The RRS will be capable of: 1) being launched by a variety of expendable launch vehicles,
2) operating in low earth orbit as a free flying unmanned laboratory, and 3)executing an
independent atmospheric reentry and soft landing. The RRS will be designed to be refurbished
and reused up to three times a year for a period of 10 years. The expected principal use for such a
system is research on the effects of variable gravity (0-1.5 g) and radiation on small animals,
plants, lower life forms, tissue samples, and materials processes.
This Summary Report provides a description of the RRS Recovery Tradeoff Study
performed to identify recovery options, recovery sites, post-recovery access timelines, interfaces,
terminal landing systems, terminal landing system accuracies, conceptual design specifications,
integration issues, and cost.
The study was performed under the contract technical direction of Mr. Bob Curtis, SAIC
Program Manager. The Launch Vehicle Tradeoff Study was performed by Eagle Engineering, via
subcontract from SAIC, under the direction of Mr. William Davidson. Mr. Michael Richardson,
JSC New Initiatives Office, provided the RRS objectives and policy guidance for the performance
of these tasks under the NAS 9-18202 contract.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main objectives of the Recovery Tradeoff Study were as follows: 1) to determine
whether a land or water recovery best suits RRS system requirements, 2) what type of terminal
recovery system is best suited for the RRS, and 3) what are the recovery access timelines after
system landing. Based on the trade parameters and evaluation criteria used in this study, the land-
landing configuration has an advantage over the water-landing configuration. It is recommended
that a land-landing configuration be developed assuming WSMR as the landing site. It is also
recommended that natural orbits be used for low inclination missions and any orbit adjustments for
landing site targeting be performed at the end of the mission. Near-integer orbits should be used
for high inclination missions and allow orbital decay to precess the ground track over the landing
site range.
Evaluation of the landing system design options narrowed the choice down to either a
conventional parachute system or an actively controlled gliding parachute with passive impact
attenuation. The conventional parachute system will meet the requirements of the RRS at a
minimum of risk for design and cost. It is based on a mature technology where the design
parameters are well understood. The gliding parachute system potentially reduces vertical impact
loads and offers some operational performance advantages in terms of landing accuracy and
recovery timelines. It also has a minor advantage in terms of hardware weight and volume. These
advantages are countered by higher development risks, development costs, and hardware costs, as
well as test program complexity.
The development and analysis of the recovery and EM access timelines indicate that it is
feasible to accomplish the operation within the 2-hour limit specified. It is recommended that the
option of helicopter return of the RRV and removal of the EM at the Post-Recovery facility be
baselined. It is also recommended to constrain the landing sites to be within the range of 40 nm
from the Post-Recovery facility and to move the Post-Recovery facility to a more central location
than the NASA Test Facility. It is recommended that NASA coordinate range scheduling and
range usage priorities to ensure that top priority be given to support the RRS mission during critical
periods following launch and preceding planned landing. A lower priority for range usage and
recovery support can be used for the majority of the mission duration where the need for rapid
support and range clearance is not as critical an issue. This is necessary to share the range with
other users and to minimize the operational cost of maintaining range and recovery personnel on
immediate standby for the duration of the mission.
°.°
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
As currently conceived, the Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) will be designed to provide
investigators in several biological disciplines with a relatively inexpensive method of access to
space for up to 60 days with eventual recovery on Earth. The RRS will be designed to permit
totally intact, relatively soft recovery of the vehicle, system refurbishment, and reflight with new
and varied payloads. The RRS system will be capable of 3 reflights per year over a 10-year
program lifetime. The RRS vehicle will have a large and readily accessible volume near the vehicle
center of gravity for the payload module (PM) containing the experiment hardware. The vehicle is
configured to permit the experimenter late access to the PM prior to launch and rapid access
following recovery.
The RRS will operate as a free-flying spacecraft in orbit and allowed to float in attitude to
provide an acceleration environment of less than 10 -5 g's. The acceleration environment during
orbital trim maneuvers will be less than 10-3 g's. The RRS is also configured to spin at controlled
rates to provide an artificial gravity of up to one Earth g. The RRS system will be designed to be
rugged and easily maintainable, and economically refurbishable for the next flight. Some systems
may be designed to be replaced rather than refurbished if cost effective and capable of meeting the
specified turnaround time. The minimum time between recovery and reflight will be about 60 days.
The PM's will be designed to be relatively autonomous with experiments which require
few commands and limited telemetry. Mass storage, if needed, wiU be accommodated in the PM.
The start of the hardware development and implementation phase is expected in 1991 with a first
launch in 1993.
Numerous trade studies and RRS functional design descriptions are required to define a
RRS concept which satisfies the requirements and is viable. NASA has contracted with the
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) to perform a phase B study to provide the
RRS concept definition. Eagle Engineering, Inc. is supporting SAIC in accomplishing the
necessary studies. The Recovery Tradeoff Study is one of the supporting study analyses
performed by Eagle. The other Eagle studies are the Launch Tradeoff Study, the Missions
Operations Design Definition, and the Analytical Support Studies.
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1.2 NASA JSC Statement of Work Task Definition
Conduct required study with depth of analysis as appropriate to clarify and document the
viability of each approach. Give particular attention to effects of complexity, flexibility, or
imposed constraints on the RRS design, RM design, or mission operations. Also, special
consideration should be given to system reliability and operational safety as well as the reduction in
program life cycle costs.
ao Consider the recovery planning and landing system impacts for RRS designs that
jettison a portion of the structure and/or subsystem components in orbit prior to the
start of the initiation of the retro maneuver.
bo Consider the advantages and disadvantages of landing the RRS at a continental
U.S. ground site or an ocean recovery site. In both cases, consider the effects of
subsystem failures on the mission and public safety, the logistics associated with
recovery operations, payload processing at the recovery site, and the subsequent
transportation of the payload and RRS system for processing and refurbishment.
C* Determine the effect of the RRS (including payload) configuration and mass on the
recovery planning aspects and landing system tradeoff and specifications. Identify
any public safety issues and the range capability required to meet the recovery
scenarios. Identify all recovery terminal phase system components that require
development.
d. Consider RRS designs which limit landing shock loads during the recovery
process, e.g., designs which use deployable air bags or crushable material; designs
which are captured in nets or land on a prepared shock absorbing surface; and
designs which land horizontally on skids.
e_ Determine the tradeoffs between quick access to the payloads following recovery
and RRS design and safety issues.
f. Prepare a complete description of the reference system design for the RRS terminal
phase system (atmospheric deceleration, landing, and retrieval) including functional
description and complete conceptual specifications.
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g. Prepare a preliminary cost estimate for the development, fabrication, and test of the
first RRS terminal phase system and estimate the cost of a second flight unit and
spares.
1.3 Scope
This NASA phase B study is intended to provide the RRS concept definition. The study
includes tradeoff studies with the depth of analysis as appropriate to clarify and document the
viability of each approach. The RRS system and operations are developed to the degree necessary
to provide a complete description of the conceptual designs and functional specifications. Detailed
engineering designs are not produced during phase B studies since the significant resources are
allocated and reserved for the subsequent phase C/D design and implementation activities.
Therefore, many analyses and definitions in this study are based on engineering experience and
judgement rather than detailed design calculations.
2.0 STUDY APPROACH
2.1 Organization
The study is organized to be accomplished in a series of related but separate tradeoff studies
and system concept definitions. Therefore, the documentation has been formatted to accommodate
a compendium of analyses which are published in one document for recovery tradeoff. The
document is produced in a series of report iterations in the form of interim reports which culminate
in the publishing of the final report at the midterm of the RRS Phase B Study.
2.2 Document Format
Although the individual analyses and studies are not amenable to documentation in exactly
the same topical arrangement, a general oudine is used where reasonable. The guideline outline for
preparing the individual study sections is provided below:
• Purpose
• Assumptions and Groundrules
• Tradeoff Options
• Analysis
• Recommendations
• Conclusions
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2.3 Assumptions and Groundrules
In the process of performing the subject trade study, certain data or study definition was
not available or specified. Assumptions and groundrules have been established to document, for
the purposes of this trade study, the definition of important information which is not a definite fact
or is not available in the study time period. Specific assumptions are listed in the section where
appropriate. General assumptions and groundrules which affect all studies are listed as follows:
1) Where project, hardware, and operations definition has been insufficient, detailed
quantitative analysis has been supplemented with assessments based on experienced
judgement of analysts with space flight experience from the Mercury Project
through the current time.
2) The RRS missions to be supported are those baselined in the mission operations
design definition study and referred to as RRS design reference missions (DRM's).
The RRS design reference missions are identified in Table 2.3-1.
Table 2.3-1. Design Reference Mission Set Definition
Design Reference Mission Set
Definition
Parameter DRM- 1 DRM-2 DRM-3 DRM-4 DRM-5
Character Land High High Integer Water
Recovery Altitude Inclination Orbits Recovery
Inclination 33.83* 33.83* 98* 35.65 ° 28.5 °
Orbit Type
Orbit Altitude
Launch Site
Recovery Site
Circular
350 kin
(189 rim)
Eastern
Test
Range (ETR)
White Sands
Missile
Range
(WSMR)
Circular
900kin
(486 rim)
Eastern
Test
Range (ETR)
White Sands
Missile
Range
tWSMR)
Circular,
Near-Integer
897 km
(484 rim)
Western
Test
Range (W'rR)
White Sands
Missile
Range
(WSMR)
Circular,
Integer
479 km
(259 rim)
Eastern
Test
Range (ERR)
White Sands
Missile
Range
fWSMR)
Circular
350 kin
(189 run)
Eastern
Test
Range (ETR)
Water
(mR, Gulf
of Mexico,
WTR)
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3.0 RRS LAND VERSUS WATER RECOVERY TRADEOFF STUDY
3.1 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of landing the
Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) at a continental U.S. ground site or a water recovery site. The
key program goals driving this choice were that the RRS design must (1) assure public safety,
(2) meet science needs, (3) produce an affordable solution, and (4) minimize the need for
operational support. In performance of this trade study, documentation of the design, operation,
and economic choices which affect the final decision of the operating method for landing and
recovery of the RRS will serve to provide a basis for subsequent trades and design analyses. This
study will consider those effects of subsystem failures on the accomplishment of the mission,
assurance of public safety, implementation of Payload Module (PM) and RRS recovery, and
subsequent processing or refurbishment. Once the issue of safety is addressed, the trade analysis
will evaluate the effect of the landing mode on RRS design and PM design. Attention will also be
given to the impact of the landing mode on operational complexity, flexibility, and constraints.
Special consideration will be given to the economic impact of the landing mode on discreet aspects
of operations and design as well as the overall life cycle cost.
3.2 Approach
This study will be focused upon the landing and recovery phase of the mission, but will
identify impact of landing mode on other phases of the mission operations. Consideration will be
given to the recovery planning and terminal phase system impacts of RRS design that jettison a
portion of the structure and/or subsystem components prior to entry.
The approach used in this study was to start with the SAIC Team proposal design
configuration as the basis for a land landing RRS design. From this design a water landing design
was synthesized with sufficient definition on mission operations and recovery operations so a
comparative evaluation of major differences could be evaluated. Applicable requirements were
identified which impacted the design and operational considerations of each approach.
For each design approach, the critical mission events affecting public, mission, and
operational safety were identified. From these critical events, the impact on vehicle design as well
as operations were discussed and potential solutions offered to minimize the safety risk. Affected
vehicle subsystems were identified, but the detailed design impact was left to the vehicle designer.
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It wasrecognizedthat the useof water landing areasis intrinsically a saferapproach,but the
vehiclecouldbedesignedto provideadditionalfeaturesto assurepublic safetywith landlandings
to gainbenefitsaffectingscienceobjectives,refurbishmentcostsandoperationscosts.
A setof operationalparameterswereidentifiedasmajor factors which influence the method
of landing and recovery. These parameters were individually assessed as to their suitability to
support land or water recovery. A subjective rating was given to each parameter with
consideration for science objectives, vehicle design and operational aspects.
The final evaluation process was based on the ability to meet the science needs, to produce
an affordable design, and to minimize operational complexity. Each of these goals were evaluated
on the basis of specific evaluation criteria, each of which were a composite of four of the
operational parameters. The individual parameter subjective value was multiplied by a weight
factor, which represented the relative importance of the evaluation criteria, and the weighed scores
were summed to identify the preferred approach to vehicle recovery.
3.3 Water versus Land Tradeoff Assumptions and Groundrules
3.3.1 General Assumptions and Groundrules
Cost evaluation will be limited to recovery and refurbishment related issues. Life cycle
costs will be assessed later. These costs includes DDT&E, hardware procurement,
mission operations, and mission turnaround.
All science and mission objectives other than the choice of landing site location and
method must be met.
A water landing RRS will use the same terminal landing system design as the land
landing RRS.
The Experiment Module and RRS can be recovered provided that 7 days notice is given
prior to early mission termination.
An emergency termination of the mission can be accomplished within twenty-four (24)
hours without assurance of experiment survival.
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3.3.2 Land Landing RRS Design and Operations Concept
3.3.2.1 Vehicle Design
The design of the RRS vehicle considered in this trade study is basically derived from the
Technical Section of the SAIC Team Phase B Study Proposal (Reference 3). The configuration
consists of a basic vehicle containing the Payload Module (PM), a Service Module (SM), and an
Attitude/Propulsion Module (APM). The PM is further subdivided into the Experiment Module
(EM) and its associated support equipment. The basic vehicle components will be able to be
separated into two interconnected masses in orbit by Astromasts to allow spinup and artificial G
levels without inducing undesirable rotational effects. Deorbit AV will be provided by the APM as
well as attitude control for entry capture. The terminal descent system consists of a parachute and
terminal landing impact attenuation system. To cushion the final impact and stabilize the vehicle,
air cushion bags or crushable material are located in the base area of the vehicle.
3.3.2.2 Mission Operations
Mission operations require that the RRS be launched into an orbit whose inclination will
cross the selected Continental United States (CONUS) landing site. For the purpose of this trade,
the landing site is assumed to be White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in New Mexico. In the
Ames Research Center Concept Feasibility Study (Reference 2), the RRS recovery was based on
the use of integer orbits which would allow repeated landing opportunities each day. To
accomplish this, the RRS must correct any launch insertion errors and accomplish phasing
maneuvers if it was launched on a shared vehicle whose orbit did not coincide with an orbital track
that crosses the landing site. Since the primary consideration for integer orbits was to allow daily
landing opportunities at the landing site and not for science or experiment needs, any phasing
maneuvers could be accomplished near the end of the mission. This would minimize the need to
perform precision orbit insertion adjustments and orbital period decay adjustments during the
mission. To perform the final deorbit phasing maneuver, the RRS vehicle would have to be
despun and collapsed to the deorbit burn configuration. In this configuration, it is desirable to
minimize the time on-orbit preceding the deorbit burn due to thermal control considerations.
The deorbit burn is accomplished using the APM propulsive capabilities with burn trim
adjustment to minimize the downrange dispersions. Reentry is ballistic and the entry profile is
determined by vehicle shape and de-orbit conditions. By retaining all of the vehicle components
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during de-orbit and reentry, it is expectedthat hazardsassociatedwith reentrydebris will be
eliminated.
3.3.2.3 Recovery Operations
The terminal descent of the RRS will be tracked by the WSMR radars and other tracking
devices to determine the landing point. The Ground Support Equipment (GSE) necessary to
support the PM for power and thermal control will be deployed to the landing site with WSMR
range support helicopters. At the landing point, the RRS will be checked for hazards and the GSE
will be connected to the PM to support the experiments. Depending upon time constraints, the PM
could either be removed from the RRS at the landing site or at some facility located on the range.
Once the PM is removed from the RRS and the responsibility for the PM handed to the
experimenter, the post-recovery phase of the experiment is considered completed. Recovery of the
RRS without the PM still requires sating of hazardous systems. The sating operations typically
involve installation of shorting plugs on all pyrotechnic initiators, disconnection of power sources,
and removal of all propellants from the APM. With the completion of these activities and shipment
of the RRS to the refurbishment facility, the post-recovery phase of the RRS operation is
considered closed.
3.3.3 Water Landing RRS Design and Operations Concept
3.3.3.1 Vehicle Design
The basic design of the RRS will be the same as that described for the land landing RRS.
Specific design differences would include provisions for flotation, at-sea location, and protection
for water immersion. Such design changes may have significant design and economic penalties.
Other potential differences may be less stringent redundancy requirements on the GN&C and
propulsion systems as well as the exclusion of the need for impact attenuation. Secondary impact
attenuation devices are not considered necessary for a water landing vehicle due to the cushioning
effects of water landing.
3.3.3.2 Mission Operations
Mission operations with the use of water landing sites may be enhanced by the relief of the
need to constrain the landing site to the same limits as those imposed by land landing sites. For
this reason, the option to use natural orbits relieves the need for orbit adjustment after insertion.
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Anotherfactorthatthewaterlandingapproachwouldprovideis theability to delivertheRRSinto
adueeastorbit low inclinationorbitwhichwouldmaximizethelaunchvehicledeliverycapability.
It mayalsoreducetheneedfor deorbitphasingmaneuversunlessit is decidedto alsoconstrainthe
areaof thelandingsitefor operationalreasons.A constraintthatwaterlandingimposesonmission
operationsis a moresevererestrictionof allowableweatherconditionsat the landingsitesdueto
theeffectsof windsuponseastatesurfaceconditions which will limit operational capability for
recovery.
3.3.3.3 Recovery Operations
For a water landing vehicle, tracking of the entry and terminal landing trajectory may be
accomplished by trajectory prediction programs and spacecraft data. Location of the vehicle prior
to and following landing may be dependent upon transponders and other location aids. ff surface
vessels are involved, they would be located adjacent to the ground track near the predicted landing
point. After landing, it is anticipated that the recovery vessel would home on the recovery beacon
and retrieve the RRS with a hoist. Once onboard, the RRS would be checked for hazardous
conditions and connected to the GSE after sating. With this operation, it is expected that the PM
would be removed while onboard the recovery vessel since it would not be practical to return to
land within the time constraint imposed by the experiments. Return of the PM to a land base on
short notice would be possible if a helicopter transfer was involved. Another alternate would be to
have a helicopter recover the entire vehicle and return it directly to a land base.
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3.4 Applicable Requirements
The Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) System Design Study Statement of Work (Reference
1) was reviewed for requirements which may have an impact on the choice of landing site and
landing method chosen for the RRS. The following requirements were considered directly
applicable to this study:
Reference 1
Requirement
3.1.1. Ooerational Frequency and Lifetime
Each RRS shall be capable of being refurbished and relaunched in 60 days following
recovery in order to support up to three (3) missions per year over a ten (10) year period.
3.1.4. Reusability
The RRS shall be designed in a manner that vehicle structure and system elements are
reusable for multiple missions wherever it is cost effective to do so.
3.1.7 Recovery_ Operations
The RRS shall be designed for safe operations during de-orbit and surface recovery. The
RRS shall be designed to de-orbit so as to allow a near-vertical descent from an altitude of
at least 60,000 ft with a 3 sigma probability of a footprint within a crossrange dispersion of
+6 km and a downrange dispersion of +30 km. The recovery system shall be designed to
avoid a violation of the selected controlled recovery zone airspace.
3.2.3.1 Operational Orbits
The RRS shall have the capability of operating and returning from orbits within the altitude
range of 350 to 900 kilometers with inclinations between 34 ° and 98 ° as well as elliptical
orbits that require similar AV.
3.2.4.2 Terminal Descent and Re_gwry
The RRS shall have the capability to perform de-orbit, reentry and terminal descent
maneuvers with sufficient accuracy and control to enable rapid, efficient recovery of the
PM at the designated recovery site. Parachute deployment or other atmospheric braking
device shall not cause more than 2 g's axial load. The "ground impact" shall not exceed 10
g's along any axis.
3.2.5.1 PM Access - Post Recovery
The RRS shall have the capability for providing physical access to the PM within two
hours of ground touchdown. Provisions shall be made to provide thermal control and
electrical power to the PM (via Ground Support Equipment) within TBD minutes of ground
touchdown.
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3.2.5.2 Refurbishment Time
The RRS shall be capable of being refurbished and ready for integration with a PM for a
subsequent mission within sixty (60) days after recovery of the prior mission.
3.2.10 Safety Requirements
The safety of the RRS, the flight experiments, ground personnel, the public, and the
prevention of damage to property, and to ground and flight hardware shall be a prime
consideration in the total system design. The design tradeoff studies shall include an
evaluation of the measures to be employed to prevent both inadvertent operations and the
occurrence of hazardous conditions during all phases of development, testing, operations,
and refurbishment. The design evaluation shall include the impact on other equipment,
payloads, personnel, and public safety as a result of malfunctions, failures, and abnormal
spacecraft performance.
3.3.5.5 Recovery_ Phase
The RRS Thermal Control System shall be designed to minimize the reentry heat soak into
the internal cavity of the vehicle and to minimize the increased RRS PM temperature. The
design shall allow thermal control via GSE to be applied to the PM within TBD minutes of
ground touchdown.
3.3.6 Attitude Control and Propulsion Subsystem
The RRS Attitude Control and Propulsion Subsystem shall provide the following
capabilities:
(f) Correct launch errors in the orbital parameters and adjust the parameters to
be compatible with the recovery site requirements.
3.3.8 Recovery_ Subsystem
The RRS Recovery Subsystem design shall provide adequate dynamic and static stability to
control the RRS flight path with sufficient accuracy to permit recovery within the
designated recovery area. The forces experienced by the RRS during this mission phase
shall not exceed those specified in Paragraph 3.2.4.2.
4.2.4.2 post - Recovery_ Timeline
The RM design shall satisfy a Post-Recovery timeline which includes: connection of
ground cooling and power by impact plus TBD minutes; delivery of the RRS to the Post-
Recovery Facility by impact plus TBD minutes; and removal of the flight animals by 2
hours after impact.
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3.5 Water versus Land Recovery Safety Impacts
The safety impact caused by the choice of landing method fall into three primary areas.
These areas are due to potential damages and injuries cause by missed target area landings, debris
generation, and post landing subsystem hazards. The probable cause and potential solutions for
both land and water landing RRS designs are summarized in Table 3.5-1.
A difficult problem with respect to public safety is to provide assurance that the potential
for injury or property damage is minimized and is an acceptable risk in the event of potential
targeting errors. The source of these errors can come from deorbit burn errors, post deorbit burn
dispersions, and subsystem malfunctions. Deorbit burn errors can arise from errors in vehicle
attitude at the time of firing, errors in timing, and errors in total AV magnitude. Deorbit thrust
tailoring can minimize some of these errors. Both the land and water landing vehicle design must
contain a level of subsystem redundancy and reliability to assure that the vehicle will land in the
designated target area to accomplish mission recovery. For a land landing vehicle design,
provisions to monitor critical events and enable command override of critical events may be
necessary to assure that these errors will not allow the vehicle to land outside the safety area of the
range. As a backup measure, the ability to stop critical events, once a major error has been
identified and cause a fail safe entry into open ocean areas may be necessary for the land landing
vehicle. For the water landing vehicle, a sufficient buffer zone between the target area and any
populated land mass may be adequate to assure safety in the event of a deorbit burn error.
Potential causes forlanding dispersions after the deorbit burn has been completed come
from uncertainties due to entry atmosphere density and surface winds. As long as these
dispersions are within the allowable limits of the target zone, they do not pose a significant safety
issue. To minimize these dispersions for a land landing vehicle, several methods can be employed
to assure mission success. One method to constrain the atmospheric density dispersion is to adjust
the entry angle so the dispersions remain within the desired limits. Wind drift can be minimized by
lowering the opening altitude of the main parachute or by employing a gliding parachute to
compensate for the drift. For an ocean landing vehicle, it is assumed that any dispersion caused by
the atmosphere density or surface winds would not impact public safety as long as a sufficient
buffer zone exists around the landing area.
Subsystem malfunctions constitute the most difficult problem to address with respect to
landing safety. To avoid safety problems caused by missed target area landings, a land landing
RRS should have its critical systems designed to fail operational. The subsystems that are of major
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importance in this area are the GNC, propulsion, and sequencing subsystems. A water landing
RRS can be designed to have its critical subsystems fall safe as long as a sufficient buffer zone
exists to accommodate the dispersions created by a subsystem malfunction. In some cases such as
deorbit burn termination, critical event override may be desired to avoid the need for excessively
large buffer zones.
Debris generation can be avoided for either land or water landing vehicle designs. Both
design concepts have incorporated integral propulsion systems to avoid the problem of debris
dispersal over the ground track. Potential problems of debris hazard from a separated heat shield
can be avoided for both vehicle concepts by limiting the deployment altitude or by using a retention
lanyard if the separated heat shield size is small.
Post-landing hazards due to potential risk for fire, toxic vapors and unfired pyrotechnics
can be addressed through vehicle design and site selection. The potential for surface titres created
by a land landing vehicle is minimized by selecting a landing zone with limited surface vegetation
and by designing proper safeguards into the propulsion system. The same safeguards would have
to be designed into a water landing vehicle to avoid potential safety risks to the recovery personnel.
Subsystem design and operational procedures to avoid risks of personnel injury due to toxic
vapors or unf'u'ed pyrotechnics must be the same for both land and water landing vehicle designs.
3.6 Water versus Land Recovery Trade Options
3.6.1 Orbit Setup
The use of integer orbits, as discussed in an Ames study (Reference 2), appears to be
considered primarily for the purpose of providing landing opportunities each day for the target
landing site of White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). The constraints imposed on launch vehicle
operations to achieve an integer orbit, the operational launch window constraints, and the
difficulties associated with initial orbit adjustment to synchronize the ground track with the landing
site suggests that alternate approaches be investigated for the RRS. Insertion of the RRS into a
precise integer orbit (DRM-4) requires that the RRS have extremely accurate orbit determination
capability and be able to make precise orbit adjustment and phasing burns. Once the RRS has
achieved this precise integer orbit, then consideration is required for the approach to maintain this
orbit while under the influence of orbital decay.
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A preliminaryinvestigationof theeffectof atmosphericdragon avehiclewithaneffective
crosssectionalareaof 30 squarefeet and a massof 100 slugsindicated that, for periodsof
increasedatmospheredensity, a 15 integerorbit at an inclination of 34 degreeswould decay
sufficiently in 25 days that orbit adjustmentwould be required to keepthe nodalpoint of the
groundtrackover thelandingsite. For periodsof averagesolaractivity, it wasestimatedthatthe
orbital decayratewould decreaseby a factor of threefrom thatof theworst case. This would
allow thedrift of thenodalpoint to remainwithin theboundariesof the landingsite if cautionwas
taken to place the nodal crossingpoint near the westernboundaryof the landing site at the
beginningof themissionandthenlet thedecayratevary the locationof thenodalcrossingpoint
acrossthe landing site for the durationof themission.To accomplishthis desiredsituation,it
wouldrequirethatextremecareandadjustmentbemadeto theorbitalparameters.
Anotherapproachto establishingthedesiredgoalof assuringalandingopportunityeach
dayat thelandingsiteis to usenaturalorbitsandacceptheavailabilityof onelandingopportunity
each24hours. As theorbit regresses,periodicopportunitiesof two landingopportunitiesper24
hourswill exist for low inclinationorbitswhoseinclinationsmatchtheupperlimits of the landing
site (DRM-1 and DRM-2). This approach minimizes the constraints on launch vehicle orbit
insertion accuracies, precise orbital altitude conditions, ground track phasing, and orbit
adjustments. Since the advantage of integer orbits is strictly for the benefit of landing opportunities
and not because of the science or experiment objectives, it is felt that the use of natural orbits
would be more desirable from an overall mission viewpoint.
For the case of high inclination orbits, such as DRM-3, the selection of near integer orbits
would be desirable to maintain the orbital ground track near the landing site boundaries. Even
water landing sites would benefit from the use of near integer orbits for high inclination missions.
Such orbits would minimize the range of landing target points that the recovery vessel would have
to cover over the period of a 60 day mission.
An advantage that water landing sites have over CONUS land landing sites is their location
relative to the launch site. For a due east launch, the launch range can also serve as the landing
site, thus minimizing the launch performance required to deliver the RRS to a low inclination orbit
(DRM-5). This advantage can be used to propel the RRS into higher altitude orbits instead of
being used to achieve orbital inclinations which match that of the landing site. Another advantage
of water landing is the ability to move the target landing site instead of having to adjust the orbit to
correspond with the nominal landing site.
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3.6.2 Primary Landing Site Locations
The primary landing site for a land landing RRS is the White Sands Missile Range as
shown in Figure 3.6.2-1. This range is approximately 40 miles from the east to west boundaries,
and 100 miles from the north to south boundaries. Range extension areas are available above the
northern boundaries but the terrain is not desirable for normal landing and recovery of the RRS.
Specific areas of WSMR that should be considered for landing of the RRS include the area above
the White Sands National Park which is bounded by the mountain range to the west and the range
boundaries to the east. This area contains the majority of the smooth lake bed area and is the
preferred target area. At the upper end of the range an area approximately 20 miles square
identified as the 90 mile impact area also has terrain suitable for RRS landing operations.
The range is fully instrumented for missile operations and is supported by NASA and the
armed services. The US Army and Navy have resources to assist in range operations. The cost of
the use of the range itself is expected to be in the order of $50,000 for one day of use. This cost
was based on the range support fee charged to Space Services Inc. this year to track the launch and
recovery of the Starfire sounding rocket. Facilities are available for recovery and post-mission
support. Ground vehicles are available for search and retrieval. Aircraft support can be provided
from Holloman Air Force Base. The cost for the aircraft is usually charged on an hourly basis.
The primary landing site considered for a water landing RRS is the Eastern Test Range
(ETR) whose NASA activities are primarily coordinated from Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The
range covers the immediate coast line and extends over the Atlantic Ocean over a large range of
inclinations. Support of RRS recovery could be accomplished with the shared usage of the
recovery vessels which currently recover the Space Transportation System (STS) Solid Rocket
Boosters. Aircraft support for range operations is available from nearby Patrick Air Force Base.
Several facilities are available either on KSC proper or from the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS).
3.6.3 Contingency Landing Sites
Edwards Air Force Base (Figure 3.6.3-1) located in California appears to be the only
reasonable sized alternative land landing site which has the necessary terrain and controlled air and
land space for landing the RRS. This test range is approximately 5 miles wide by 14 miles long.
It is primarily used to test aircraft and support STS landings. Support services for search and
recovery as well as post recovery operations are available.
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Figure 3.6.3-1. Edwards Air Force Base Land Area
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Several landing sites are available to support a water landing RRS. These include the Eglin
Gulf Test Range (Figure 3.6.3-2) situated on the norther gulf cost of Florida, the Gulf of Mexico
between Texas and Florida, the Western Test Range (WTR) off the coast of California (Figure
3.6.3-3), the Wallops Flight Facility Launch Range (Figure 3.6.3-4), and the area near the
Hawaiian Islands. The varied locations and support capabilities of each of these potential water
landing sites offers multiple choices for RRS recovery.
3.6.4 Emergency Mission Termination
Emergency termination of a mission would require sufficient notification to clear the range
for landing operations and adjustment of the orbital parameters to insure that the RRS would land
within the boundaries of the land landing site. Depending upon the characteristics of the mission
orbit and the capabilities of the RRS to perform orbit phasing maneuvers, the mission may be
terminated from 24 hours to one after the need is identified. The minimum time is based on the
need to clear the range and to arrange to have recovery support available to meet the PM recovery
constraints. The upper end of the time spectrum is based on the estimated longest time required to
perform phasing maneuver to align the orbital ground track with the landing site for a high
inclination mission. Due to the long range WSMR user commitments, this time can be delayed
much longer if prior range support operations are in progress.
r .........
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Figure 3.6.3-2. Eglin Gulf Test Range Area
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An alternative is to land the land-landing RRS in water in the event of a severe emergency
and recover the RRS on a time available basis for the purpose of recovery of refurbishable high
cost equipment. For this situation, it may be necessary to sacrifice experiments which may not
survive the extended post-landing time delay.
For a water-landing RRS, it is also anticipated that the minimum time required to
accomplish range support and recovery is in the order of 24 hours. Due to the nature of surface
vessel operations, this time can be potentially delayed much longer if the vessels are involved with
other operations such as a STS mission.
For high inclination missions, there exists two options; (1) change the orbit to correspond
with a landing site close to the port of the recovery vessel, or (2) deploy the recovery vessel to the
anticipated landing target point. From the point of operational efficiency, it would be preferable to
place the RRS in a near integer orbit and let it naturally decay so the ground track has minimal
precession during the life of the mission. Then it would be simple for the recovery vessel to be in
the vicinity of the target point if it is within the 24 hour operating range of the vessel.
3.6.5 Reentry Debris
Reentry debris generated by a RRS targeting to a land landing site would constitute an
unacceptable risk to public safety. This risk could be avoided by design to insure that all deorbited
components remain intact through reentry. For the baseline vehicle, it would require the APM to
remain attached to the basic vehicle and the heatshield be separated only if it is assured to land
within the landing site range boundaries. The current RRS design keeps both of these components
attached to the vehicle. This was not the case at the start of this study.
A water landing vehicle has a slightly greater flexibility insofar as the ground track crossing
the target landing site can be placed over water. With proper choice of landing sites and orbital
ground tracks, the dispersion range of any debris generated by uncontrolled entry of separated
RRS components can be confined to the water landing range area.
3.6.6 Wind Effects
Design consideration for the effects of winds on a land landing RRS falls primarily into
two areas; (1) high altitude winds which affect impact point dispersions and (2) surface winds
which affect the horizontal velocity component at the time of impact. The basic design approach of
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usinga smalldrogueto slow thedescentvelocity with minimumdrift from high altitudewinds
providesa simplesolutionto thewindinducedimpactdispersionissue.
Surfacewindsat thetimeof landingcanbeaccommodatedby selectingmissionschedules
which avoidperiodsof high windssuchasthe springof theyear. Meteorologicalforecastscan
alsohelpoptimizelandingoperationsfor periodsof moderatewindsoncethevehicleis in orbit.As
adesignobjective,thevehicleshouldbecapableof landingunderthesurfacewind conditionsof
meanwind speedfor 1-hourexposurefor WSMR asdescribedin the "TerrestrialEnvironment
(Climatic)CriteriaGuidelinesfor useinAerospaceDevelopment"(Reference4).
A waterlandingRRScouldusethesameterminallandingtechniqueastheproposedland
landingRRSto avoid theproblemof impactpoint dispersion.However,theproblemof surface
windsimposesdifficulty in physicalrecoveryof theRRSfrom thewater. Surfacewindsgenerate
seaswhichtendto persistevenafterthewindsdie down. As aconsequence,recoveryoperations
areusuallyconstrainedby seastateswhich aregeneratedby winds. Thestatisticaldatapresented
in theTerrestrialEnvironmentCriteriadocumentprovidesinformationregardingseasonalanddaily
cyclesof wind velocities. This informationcoupledwith real-timemeteorologicalforecastsare
essentialfor missionplanning.
3.6.7 Elevation Effects
The elevation of the landing site affects the design of the terminal landing system due to the
density effects of the atmosphere. If the RRS is designed to land at WSMR, whose average
altitude is approximately 4,000 feet, then the system must also allow landing at other contingency
sites having different altitudes without exceeding the required impact parameters. This is especially
critical with retro-rocket systems where ignition altitude and burn times are driven by descent
velocity. For conventional parachutes and gliding parachutes, the WSMR altitude should represent
the worst case altitude for landing considerations.
A water landing vehicle has the advantage that the final landing altitude is essentially the
same. This limits the design considerations for terminal landing system design to factors other
than altitude.
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3.6.8 Visibility Effects
Visibility at WSMR is usually excellent except for periods of dust and rain storms.
Typically, the desert environment provides good visibility for optical instruments year-round for
95% of the time, day and night. The mean visibility is 36 miles and cloud cover typically remains
minimal. For the proposed RRS design, landing could be accomplished during the day or night
since the vehicle does not require any visual sensors or operators to achieve landing. The recovery
operations would, however, be aided with appropriate lighting systems to allow the manual
procedures to be accomplished. If a gliding parachute is used with a remote operator, then daylight
operations may be required for landing.
Visibility over water landing sites are not expected to be as good as those cited for WSMR.
It is expected that some visibility obscuration will occur due to ground haze and be limited
periodically by low altitude cloud cover. It is anticipated that for any water landing site that
weather conditions would constrain operations for approximately 10% of the time per year. The
actual landing of the RRS may occur in darkness, but the location and recovery of the vehicle
would be hindered by darkness.
3.6.9 Terrain Effects
The terrain in the selected land landing sites is essentially either flat lake bed surface or
smooth grassland. The nature of the surface may vary from hardpacked dirt to sandy soil. For
most of the landing site, it can be considered that no surface obstructions exist and the surface is
essentially uniform. However irregular objects and terrain may be located outside of the immediate
landing area.
Water landing sites must consider the nature of the surface of the water when determining
impact attenuation effects. Wave slopes which vary with sea state and the impact angle of the
spacecraft with the water surface can cause different impact g loads. Vehicle design can use the
cushioning effect of water penetration to reduce some of the impact loads. Operationally, the
recovery of the RRS will be constrained by the sea state which varies with weather conditions.
3.6.10 Landing Site Facilities
Facilities to perform post-recovery inspection, sating, disassembly, and packaging are
available at WSMR. There are additional facilities that can provide support for explosives
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handling,instrumentationtesting,propellanthandling,andgeneralmechanical work. Facilities are
available at Holloman AFB to provide meteorological support in the nature of forecasts, real-time
data, and upper wind balloon launch data. All of these services and facilities are available for a
reasonable fee.
Facilities available at KSC and CCAFS are similar in nature to those available at WSMR.
However, some of the time critical support may have to be provided at the landing site by the
recovery vessel for a water landing RRS. If this is the case, then limited capability exists aboard
the recovery vessel to perform support functions for the RRS. Most of the support functions
would have to be brought onboard or await accomplishment until the vessel returns to port and the
RRS is transferred to facilities available at the launch site.
3.6.11 RRS Retrieval
Retrieval of the RRS and its Experiment Module can easily be managed by ground vehicles
and helicopters at WSMR. The helicopters are expected to reach the RRS the quickest after landing
and therefore would be use to carry the GSE and post-landing safety inspection equipment. Once
it has been determined that the RRS is safe for post-landing operations, the GSE will be connected
to the RRS. If the principal investigator prefers, the EM can be removed and returned separately
from the basic vehicle to the site facilities for post mission analysis.
Physical recovery and return of the RRS to the landing site support facilities can be
accomplished either with helicopters or with ground support vehicles. An estimated cost for the
use of a H-53 helicopter is $1,300 per flight hour. Typically the aircraft use for a recovery mission
requires from one to three hours and a backup aircraft should be considered. After the RRS has
been returned to the site facility, any necessary deactivation procedures will be conducted and the
vehicle prepared for return shipment to the refurbishment facility.
Retrieval operations for a water landing vehicle is expected to be primarily conducted from
a surface recovery vessel like the SRB Recovery Vessel stationed at KSC. In this evaluation, it
was assumed that shared use of the SRB Recovery Vessel would be available. In the event that
these vessels cannot be used or available due to conflicts with the STS operations, the cost of
providing adequate recovery vessels could considerably increase the cost of recovery operations.
This vessel would normally depart port before the end of the mission and be on-station at the time
of RRS landing. Normally the recovery vessel is located adjacent to the ground track and offset
from the ground track by the normal cross-range dispersion distance. The cost of operating such a
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vesselis approximately$6,500per day including the boat crew. For a typical mission, it is
expectedthattherecoveryvesselwouldberequiredfor twodays.
Aircraft supportmaybeusedto assistin the locationof the RRS, and in the rapid transfer
and return of the EM back to land based facilities. The typical cost for helicopter operations is the
same as that cited for WSMR. Once the RRS is located and brought aboard the recovery vessel,
the RRS will be inspected for safety hazards and connected to the GSE. It is anticipated that the
conditions aboard the recovery vessel would not be suitable for post-landing experiment analysis
purposes. After recovery, the vessel will return to port where the RRS will be unloaded and
transferred to a land based facility for completion of the post-mission process. The unloading and
dockside support of the transfer process is anticipated to cost $2,000. The post-recovery
deactivation and preparation for shipment to the refurbishment facility is expected to proceed in a
manner similar to that of the land landing RRS with some additional work to inhibit the degradation
of the equipment and materials exposed to the salt water environment.
Another approach to RRS retrieval would be to recover the RRS by airborne capture. This
approach would have the advantage of minimizing damage to the RRS due to land impact or water
immersion. This technique has been operationally demonstrated by the U.S. Air Force for reentry
packages weighing up to 4,000 pounds. The method used to perform the airborne capture is to
suspend the recovery package from a large main parachute and a smaller engagement parachute.
The engagement parachute is connected to the recovery package by a load line which supports the
package after a helicopter engages the small parachute. At that time, the large main parachute is
disconnected to prevent obstruction in the recovery process.
The helicopter is equipped with a pair of support poles extending below the body with an
engagement loop connected between the poles as shown in Figure 3.6.11-1. Several hooks are
located on the engagement loop to insure firm capture of the engagement parachute. Two
helicopters are normally used in the operation and the approach started when the package descends
below 10,000 feet in altitude. The pilot normally aims to pass above the engagement canopy by
approximately 8 feet to allow the loop to snare the engagement parachute.
Once the parachute and recovery package is engaged, the helicopter returns to base and
delivers the package to awaiting personnel and equipment. This method usually allows for three
attempts for engagement during the descent and has a success rate of approximately 96%. The
individual responsible for current operations has indicated that he would be willing to assess the
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feasibilityof this approachto payloadrecoveryfor theRRSafter aformal requesthasbeenmade
byNASA to theDoD.
/
/
Figure 3.6.11-1. Trapeze/Helicopter Midair Retrieval System
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3.7 Water versus Land Recovery Analysis
The selected trade parameters were assigned a subjective score based on a five point scale
listed below:
1 - Very Poor
2 - Poor
3 - Fair
4 - Good
5 - Very Good
Each parameter was given a numerical score for the land landing concept and for the water
landing concept based on the information discussed in Section 3.6 of this report. The scores listed
in Table 3.7-1 represent a subjective evaluation of the operational complexity, vehicle design
complexity, mission supportability, and operational cost of the parameter for both the land and
water landing approach.
To evaluate the choice between a RRS design approaches, evaluation criteria were assigned
for the goals of science objectives, design affordability, and operational simplicity. For the area of
science objectives, the evaluation criteria selected were payload recovery response, mission
reliability, and mission flexibility. For the goal of design affordability, the evaluation criteria were
refurbishment costs and design constraints. For the goal of operational simplicity, the evaluation
criteria were recovery operations complexity and landing opportunities. Each evaluation criteria
was then assessed and assigned four factors from the list of parameters developed previously that
were the most applicable to the evaluation criteria. This allowed the score for the evaluation criteria
to be a composite sum of the scores of the individual parameters.
For each evaluation criteria, weights were assigned based on the relative importance of the
evaluation criteria and goal category. The composite scores were then listed for each evaluation
criteria for both the land and water RRS design approaches as shown in Table 3.7-2. These
composite scores were then multiplied by the weight factor assigned to each criteria. Finally, the
weighed sums were totaled for both approaches to arrive at a comparative score value for both
approaches.
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3.8 Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the trade parameter and evaluation criteria used in this study, the land-landing
configuration has an advantage over the water-landing configuration. This approach is a means of
applying numerical scores to subjective estimates of relative advantages and disadvantages of
different design approaches. Other items disclosed during the course of the study also led to
findings and recommendations as follows:
• Perform detailed design assessment to assure that the RRS system design meets the
safety requirements.
• Baseline land landing configuration with WSMR as the landing site.
• Initiate formal discussions with the WSMR Future Programs Team to assure access and
support of the range for RRS operations.
• Use natural orbits for low inclination missions and perform any orbit adjustments for
landing site targeting at the end of the mission.
• Use near-integer orbits for high inclination missions and allow orbital decay to precess
the ground track over the landing site range.
• Perform early proof-of-concept tests of the terminal descent and landing system to
assure that the design and operational approach are sound.
• Provide adequate design volume in the parachute storage area so that a conventional
parachute can be used.
4.0 RRS LANDING SYSTEM TRADE STUDY
4.1 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to help select a landing system for the RRS using a compari-
son analysis applied to several different types of systems. The results are intended as a guide to
select the optimum landing system in accordance with the requirements set in the RRS System
Requirements Document (SRD). The major factors considered in the comparison analysis were:
• Safety
• Mission success
• Design complexity
• Operations
• Cost
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Thestudyfocuseson thelandingphaseof themissionwith theRRSlandingoccumngat
WhiteSandsMissileRange(WSMR).
4.1.1 Approach
Four reasonable options for landing systems were identified and first studied in some
detail. These options are described in Section 4.3. The simplest, least expensive option that meets
the requirements (Section 4.1.2) was sought. The selected option must be able to technically
perform the mission, preferably be an off-the-shelf item, and minimize operational complexity and
cost. The requirements specifically discourage new technology development unless significant
benefits are associated with it.
In order to systematically compare the options with respect to each of the many factors
involved, a comparison analysis method was used. Four options were selected and each was
compared to the others for safety, mission success, design, operations, and cost factors that were
relevant. This comparison process was used to narrow the options investigated to two competing
design approaches. These two options were then studied in greater detail by obtaining information
and development estimates from three potential parachute manufacturers on the competing design
options. Based on these inputs, the results were evaluated and recommendations formed on the
landing system design approach.
4.1.2 Applicable Requirements
The RRS SRD was reviewed for requirements which may have an impact on the choice of
landing system for the RRS. The following requirements were considered directly applicable to
this study:
"3.1.7 Recovery O_oerations"
The RRS shall be designed for safe operations during deorbit and surface recovery. The
RRS shall be designed to deorbit so as to allow a near vertical descent from an altitude of at
least 60,000 ft. with a 3 sigma probability of a footprint within a cross range dispersion of
_+6 km and a down-range dispersion of _+30 kin. The recovery system shall be designed to
avoid a violation of the selected controlled recovery zone airspace.
"3.2.1 Design Philosophy"
A major objective of the RRS Project is to provide a reusable spacecraft that has low life
cycle costs with minimum risk to the project and to public safety. To this end, the RRS
design should be based on flight proven technologies to the maximum extent possible.
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Existing flight hardwaredesignsshouldbeusedwheneverit is costeffective. Increased
designmarginsshouldbeusedwhenconsistentwith systemsconstraintsto minimizecosts
andrequirea minimumof refurbishmentbetweenmissions.Redundancywill beprovided
wherenecessaryfor safetyandmissionsuccess.
"3.2.4.2 Terminal Descent and Recovery_"
The RRS shall have the capability to perform deorbit, reentry and terminal descent
maneuvers with sufficient accuracy and control to enable rapid, efficient recovery of the
PM at the designated recovery sight. Parachute deployment or other atmospheric braking
device shall not cause more than 2 g's axial load. The "ground impact" shall not exceed 10
g's along any axis.
"3.2.5.1 PM Access - Post Recovery"
The RRS shall have the capability for providing physical access to the PM within two
hours of ground touchdown. Provisions shall be made to provide thermal control and
electrical power to the PM (via GSE) within TBD minutes of ground touchdown.
"3.2.9 M0intainability"
... It shall be an objective to satisfy GSE requirements with maximum use of off-the-shelf
equipment and minimum new equipment design.
"3.2.10 ,,S.ilf..¢_''
Applicable safety requirements.
"3.2.11 R_liability"
Applicable reliability requirements.
"3.2.12 Quality Assurance"
Applicable quality assurance requirements.
4.2 Assumptions
The following general and systems assumptions were used in this work.
4.2.1 General Assumptions
The following are assumptions which apply to the trade analysis:
• All mission requirements apply equally to all systems.
• Analysis is based on land landing only.
• Cost evaluation will be limited to DDT&E, hardware procurement, and
recovery operations.
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4.2.2 Systems Assumptions
The following are assumptions which apply to all systems in general:
All reentry conditions up to drogue deployment are the same for all systems. This
includes any ground impact point dispersions due to reentry maneuvers and upper
atmosphere effects.
• All systems require the use of a drogue chute; however, due to dynamic pressure
constraints, one or more drogues might be different in size.
° The final landing zone and terrain is the same for all systems.
4.3 Systems Options
A wide variety of options are possible for RRS landing system. On one end of the
spectrum is a single large conventional chute and a structure capable of taking some impact load.
On the other end of the systems investigated was an actively controlled gliding parachute system.
Numerous possibilities lie in between. Since the requirements emphasize simplicity and minimum
cost, simple parachute systems were emphasized.
The four landing systems chosen for this study are:
• Passive Attenuation - conventional chutes and passive shock attenuation
• Air Recovery - conventional chutes with air recovery
• Terminal Retrofire - small conventional chute with terminal retro package
• Gliding Parachute - gliding parachute with active guidance control
4.3.1 Passive Attenuation System Description
The passive attenuation system consists of two major subsystems, which are a
conventional drogue/parachute system and a landing shock attenuation system. The two systems
are integrated to provide passive attenuation for the RRS to keep impact loads within the required
bounds. The following is a list of system subassemblies :
• Drogue chute subassembly
° Main parachute subassembly
° Shock attenuation subassembly (air bag or crushable structure)
° Necessary timers, pyrotechnic disconnects and cutters.
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Figure4.3.1-1showstheRRSdescendingundera conventionalchutesystemwith air bags
inflated. The reliability of a singlechute system(1 malfunction in 10,000jumps for army
personnelchutes)(Ref. 6) is sufficient to considera drogueand single largeparachutewith no
backup.
The impactshockattenuationfor thissystemmaybeaccomplishedin severalways. In the
past,recoverysystemshaveusedsuchmethodsasair bags,crushablematerialandmechanical
shockabsorbers.Also somedegreeof shockabsorptionis required aroundthe spacecraftto
preventdamagefrom tumblingafterimpact. Givenpreliminaryfindingson launchvehicleshroud
envelopesit wouldbedifficult to fit theRRSinto anyshroudshouldit requirea largerdiameter
heatshield. Mechanicalabsorbersondeployableskidshavebeenusedin thepast(orat leasthave
beenextensively researched)as a meansfor active shockattenuation. Early researchon a
developmentGeminicapsuleshowedit is possibleto usethis typeof systemonareentryvehicle.
However,the mechanicalcomplexityof this system,and theweight andvolume impacton the
overalldesignof theRRSweresufficientreasonsfor discardingthisoption. Deployableair bags
systemshavealsobeenextensivelyandsuccessfullyusedin thepaston missiledrones,aircraft
escapemodulesandspacecraft.Air bagshavetheadvantageof providinglight, low volumeshock
attenuationwith largeimpactenergydissipation. A disadvantageof this systemis the inflation
systemdesign.However,air bagdesigntheoryandpracticeis well understoodandthehardware,
manufacturing,andrefurbishmentcostsfor this typeof systemarelow. Furtheranalysison these
devicesis needed.
4.3.2 Air Recovery System Description
The air recovery system consists of a drogue/parachute system and an airborne retrieval
system consisting of an airplane or helicopter fit with an air snatch system. The difference between
a parachute used in air recovery and a conventional one is that the air recovery chute is modified to
accommodate a tow line to take the snatch and towing load from the airplane or helicopter. A pilot
The following is a list of system subassemblies :chute to be snatched must also be provided.
Drogue chute subassembly
Engagement chute subassembly
Main parachute subassembly
Necessary timers, pyrotechnic disconnects and cutters
Air snatch helicopter and crew (minimum of two required for multiple passes)
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Figure4.3.1-1. PassiveAttenuationSystem
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Figure4.3.2-1showsa HH-53helicopteraboutto snarethe engagementchute. The Air
Forcecurrentlyhastwo HH-53helicoptersriggedfor air retrievalbasedat Hill Air ForceBasethat
canretrieveup to 4,000lbs.Theyaremostoftenusedfor remotelypilotedvehicle(RPV)retrieval
(2,500to 3,000lb). Thesystemsnarestheengagementchute.Themainchuteis thendeflatedand
cut away. Thehelicoptertowsthepayloadto alandingsitebringing it inside for transportation.
Recoveryoperationscanstartat around10,000ft. Two helicopterscanmakemultiplepassesat
thevehicle,decreasingthechancesof amiss.
In earlierwork involving bothhelicoptersandaircraft,theAir Forceroutinely recovered
around96%of the payloads (Ref. 6). Most of the losses were due to minor human errors, and for
special work, much higher reliability on the order of 99.99% is said to be possible. However, to
achieve this reliability, the maintenance of highly trained air crews with weekly exercises may be
cost prohibitive to implement.
A significant advantage of an air snatch system is that it is compatible with recovery over
water or over land. The helicopters are currently limited to within 30 miles of shore. More distant
over water recovery will require a fixed wing aircraft recovery system. The Air Force C- 130 based
systems were discontinued in 1986. The Air Force will shortly dispose of the JC-130 snatch
systems unless there is proven need to retain them. The technology is well understood if the
system must be revived. However, the cost of maintaining crews and aircraft for long periods of
time can be significant.
The Biosatellites (I, II, and III), launched in 1966, '67 and '69 had similar objectives and
characteristics to the RRS. These systems used air retrieval over water and their experience can be
some guide. Biosatellite I (940 lbs), a 3-day mission with a planned air retrieval off Hawaii, ended
in failure when the retro-rocket failed to fire, leaving the satellite in orbit.
Biosatellite II (940 lbs) was successfully air-retrieved off Hawaii. Deorbit was initiated
after 45 hours in orbit, 17 orbits earlier than planned because of communications difficulties and an
approaching tropical storm in the recovery area. Air recovery by the USAF was successful and the
recovery capsule was flown to Hickam AFB in Honolulu. A drogue chute was deployed at 80,000
ft and a main parachute at 10,000 ft. The recovery system also included radio transmitters and dye
markers in case air recovery failed.
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Figure4.3.2-1. Air RecoverySystem(HH-53Helicopters)
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BiosatelliteIII (1,536lbs) carriedamonkeyandwasdesignedfor 30daysin space.The
vehicle was broughtbackafter nine dayswhen the monkey'scondition deteriorated. The 19
square-footdrogueparachutedeployedat 80,000ft., seventeenminutes after retrofire. Ten
secondslater, thereefedmainchutedeployedto 72 squarefeet,which thendisreefedto opento
505 squarefeet. A mid-air retrieval wasmissedwhenthecapsulewaslost in thecloudsandit
splasheddown 25miles northof Kauai,Hawaii. A radio recoverybeaconprovidedfor backup
sea-landingrecoveryenableddiversto locateandconnecthecapsuletoa helicopterfor aflight to a
temporarylaboratoryatHickamAFB.
An air-recoverysystemoverlandisattractiveif therecoverycanbemadereliableenoughto
almosteliminatethechanceof groundcontact.It requirestheminimumhardwareon thespacecraft,
particularly if no backupmain chuteis required. Severalwell trainedanddedicatedhelicopter
crews,two or morehelicopters,arecoveryareawith consistentgoodweather,andtime to wait in
orbit for weatherareall neededfor highreliability air snatch.All areprobablypossiblewithin the
currentRRSprogramplan. A conservativedesignmight still includeair bagsor someothersuch
device in the event the snatchwas missed.The systemthereforebecomesthe sameas that
describedfor thepassiveattenuation(section4.3.1)with a chutesystemdesignedfor air snatch.
The air recoverythenprovidesa probablequick anddamagelesscapture,andsomecapability to
changetherecoverysite (perhapsto over wateror someotherover landlocation)at thecostof
helicoptercrews,equipment,training,etc.
4.3.3 Terminal Retrofire System Description
The terminal retrofire system consists of a conventional drogue/parachute system and a
terminal retrofire system. This retrofire system is comprised of a ground-sensing device and a
solid rocket package that nullifies the vertical velocity component of the RRS to attenuate impact
loads. The solid rocket package may be single or two stage and would be mounted along the main
chute riser. A two stage system has the advantage of minimizing g loads by a sequenced, longer
duration burn. An advantage of this system is that the conventional parachute system may be
deployed at a very low altitude. This in turn decreases surface and winds aloft dispersions.
Depending on the design of the retro-rocket system, the size of the main chute will vary between a
full size chute canopy and a drogue chute size canopy, or the main chute may not be necessary
altogether. The following is a list of system subassemblies :
• Drogue chute subassembly
• Main parachute subassembly
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• Necessarytimers,pyrotechnicdisconnectsandcutters.
• Retrorocketsubassembly(TBD numberof rocketmotors+ igniters+ electronics)
• Groundsensingsystemsubassembly(probe,radar,or opticalgroundsensing
unit + electr.)
Figure4.3.3-1showsanRRSdescendingwith aretropackageon theriser.
Although therehasbeenextensiveresearchin thisareaof recoverysystems,thereareno
activeduty terminalretro-rocketrecoverysystemsin theU.S. today. TheSovietUnion usessuch
a systemfor mannedspacecraftland landinghowever. The U.S. Army hasbeenthe primary
sponsorof researchon this subject in the West and has spenta sizableamount of money
developingthis systemfor payloadsup to 35,000lbs. (Ref. 7). Most of theproblemsassociated
with rocket motor performanceand ground distancesensorshave been worked out and the
programhasbeenreactivatedto experimentwith air dropsof 50,000+ lbs. loads.The special
handlingof themotorsin this systemmaybeapotentialdrawbackin thedesignandassemblyof
theRRSsinceit requiresexperiencedpyrotechnictechniciansto completethetaskof handling,
packing,checking,armingandrefurbishingthemotorssafelyandaccurately.
4.3.4 Gliding Parachute System Description
The gliding parachute system consists of a deceleration drogue and main gliding parachute
system. This system includes the necessary terminal guidance and control to bring the RRS to a
predetermined landing area via automatic homing or active ground guidance. The basic advantage
in using this system is that a certain degree of wind penetration and hence low wind dispersions are
achieved. The landing zone may therefore become small. The following is a list of system
subassemblies:
• Drogue chute subassembly
• Gliding parachute subassembly
• Necessary timers, pyrotechnic disconnects and cutters.
• Airborne flight control package
• Ground remote control unit
Figure 4.3.4-1 shows an RRS descending under a gliding chute. The control package is
located on the riser in this concept.
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Figure4.3.3-1. TerminalRetrofireSystem(RetroPackageFiring)
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Figure4.3.4-1. Gliding ParachuteSystem
Thesystemwill probablyrequireapersonon thesurface,remotelycontrollingthechuteto
flare at touchdownand assurethe systemis flying into the wind. Automatic flare is also a
possibility. Given theright conditions,andaproperlyexecutedflaremaneuver,thevertical and
horizontalvelocitycomponentscanbesubstantiallyreducedbelow thoseof aconventionalchute.
Failure casesmay lead to downwind landingsresulting in landingswith the system'snormal
horizontalvelocityplusthatof thewind.
It is not clear if this systemwill require somekind of shockattenuationdevice for
touchdown. Proposalsinclude netsto fly into and large areasof sandor foam preparedfor
landing. If thegliding chutecannull dispersionssuchthatit canfly into anetor ontoa prepared
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surface,shockattenuationor otherprotectionmaynotbeneeded.Landingpoint dispersionsdue
to factorsprior to chutedeploymentandsurfacewindsmaynotallow this,however.
A major difficulty with this systemis that it is a morecomplex systemwhich needs
developmentfor applicationto payloadsin theweightclassof theRRS. Suchsystemsareunder
developmentat present,but recent testhistory hasshownthat the task will be difficult. The
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter(MSFC)is currentlytestinggliding chuteswith 10,000lb. payloads
(Ref. 8). A successfuldeploymenthasrecentlybeenachievedandtestingwill sooncommenceon
controllingthedescent.
Practicalgliding parachutesfor 3,000lb. payloadsarenotcurrentlyavailableoperationally
but areprobably within reach. Any near-termprogrammust counton parachuteandcontrol
systemdevelopmentandtesteffort beyondwhatwouldberequired for conventional parachutes at
present.
4.4 Preliminary Comparison Analysis
The philosophy and criteria used in the initial screening is based on selecting safe, low
cost, simple, proven designs with sufficient reliability to meet the required performance objectives
stated in the requirements document. In other words, the landing system which will provide the
required performance for the lowest cost is favored.
The comparison is subjective, but is based on the following logic. First, the system must
be safe. Next, it must work without requiring extensive development. Given that a system works,
cost must not be out of reason, therefore cost factors are important. A system that works and can
be purchased may be adequate, even if it is difficult to operate. Many government systems witness
this fact. However, simple operation is important if the system is to be practically reused. Lastly,
the system should be reliable; in other words it should always work, therefore mission success
probability and system reliability are factored in.
4.4.1 Evaluation Factors and Ratings
This section discusses each landing system option as it relates to various aspects of design
considerations.
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Safety Risk
A primary concern of the design choice is the potential safety risk to the RRS, the flight
experiments, ground personnel, and the public. Each system was evaluated for factors which
affect this important parameter.
Passive Attenuation: This system is very mature and its safety risks well known.
Based on past experience, this system is given a score of good.
Air Recovery: The basic system element uses conventional parachutes and a
demonstrated recovery technique that does not pose significant hazards to the user or the
public. For these reasons, this system is given a score of good.
Terminal Retros: This system incorporates the use of retro-rockets to decrease the final
impact velocity of the RRS. Included in the system are the rockets with the initiators and
associated firing circuits. These elements pose potential known safety hazards to the
personnel assembling and handling the system as well as to those recovering the system.
For these reasons, this system was given a score of poor.
Gliding Parachute: Hardware involved in the gliding parachute system are similar to
that of the conventional parachute system with the exception of the flight control unit. This
system design does not pose any significant hazard to the operator and can avoid collision
with obstacles. For these reasons the system was given a score of good.
Life Cycle Costs
The recovery operations costs should be considered as a contributor to the overall life cycle
costs for any of these systems. The cost of the recovery operation will be in direct proportion to
the people and support equipment involved. The other primary contributor to life cycle cost is the
cost involved in refurbishing the landing system as well as the vehicle for reuse.
Passive Attenuation: This system does not require personnel at the landing site at the
time of landing. The transport of equipment and personnel may be accomplished using
ground transportation after RRS landing to within the time required for RM retrieval. The
cost of operations can then be minimized by using conventional support equipment. This
system received a score of very good.
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Air Recovery: Keepingall personnel,aircraftandequipmentflight readyis acostly task
whencomparedto ground-onlyoperations.It maybepossibleto borrowtheair recovery
systemandcrew from theAir Force,but for thenumberof flights discussed,thismay be
difficult. For thisreasonthis systemwasgivena scoreof poor.
Terminal Retros: The operations support for this system would be very similar to that
of the passive attenuation system. However, the refurbishment costs of the system may be
higher with the need to replace the retro-rockets and certain timing devices. Based on these
reasons this system was given a score of fair.
Gliding Parachute: This system may require more ground support personnel than
conventional parachute systems require. It does, however, have the distinct advantage of
minimizing the potential damage to the vehicle upon landing. For these reasons, this
system was given a score of very good.
Flight Proven Technology and Existing Hardware Design
One of the goals of the RRS design effort was to avoid the need for technology or design
development in order to accomplish the mission objectives. One approach to accomplish this is to
use existing designs and off-the-shelf hardware, where applicable, in order to keep development
risk and costs to a minimum.
Passive Attenuation: Conventional parachutes systems and passive impact attenuation
systems are well understood and have been demonstrated in the routine delivery of cargo
whose weights far exceed that of the RRS. The maturity of the system design and
technology gives this system a score of very good.
Air Recovery: Air recovery systems have been demonstrated by the Air Force for the
recovery of payloads up to 4,000 pounds. The hardware and operations have been
developed and demonstrated for several applications. The maturity of this system design
approach is also given a score of very good.
Terminal Retro: Terminal retro systems have been developed as research programs in
this country. However, no operational system is in active duty today. This approach to
landing attenuation was investigated in some depth during the Gemini and Apollo program
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era to allow safelandingof mannedspacecrafton land. Sinceoperationaldesignsdonot
existtodayfor applicationof thissystemto theRRS,it wasgivenascoreof fair.
Gliding Parachute: Gliding parachutes have been extensively used for personnel
parachutes and have been developed to recover payloads slightly exceeding 2,000 pounds.
Research is currently underway by NASA to develop gliding parachutes which will allow
recovery of payloads in the 10,000 lb. range. Difficulties have been experienced in
producing reliable performance in this weight range but it is expected that, with sufficient
effort, a system could be designed to perform satisfactorily for the RRS. Since there is no
operational system in the weight class of the RRS and that development effort is required,
this system was given a score of fair.
Performance Success
Systems are scored based on the estimated probability of system performance success
using past experience and existing similar systems as a guide. The ease with which a system can
be backed up is also a factor, since overall mission success probability rather than the reliability of
a single piece of hardware is being assessed.
Passive Attenuation: Conventional army personnel parachutes have a malfunction rate
of 1 in 10,000. Extensive experience is also available on the use of conventional
parachutes on the delivery of cargo and recovery of payloads. Given the success rate of
conventional parachute systems and the passive nature of the shock attenuation system, this
system was given a score of very good.
Air Recovery: Historical success rates for air recovery are in the range of 96%. Studies
have shown that most of the failures are due to minor human errors. Aerial recovery
success therefore hinges on the air crew and how well they have been trained to complete
the mission successfully. The system can be easily backed up with additional helicopters
and multiple passes, but weather and visibility can still be a problem. Then recovery
becomes difficult. Based on all of these considerations, this system received a score of
poor.
Terminal Retros: Terminal retro systems are not yet mature enough in this country to
provide the numbers and information to suggest competition with conventional parachute
systems. However, the tests that have been conducted promise high probability of
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success.Backupto somedegreeis possiblewith a two-stagesystem. This systemwas
givena scoreof fair.
Gliding Parachute: All landing systems considered in this study are proven concepts;
however, gliding parachutes of or above the RRS weight class are not currently in use, nor
have they been fully developed as a system. Considerable experience is available with
personnel class and small cargo delivery systems. The basic reliability of the existing
systems is considered adequate for a single main parachute system design but not quite as
good as that of conventional parachute systems. This system was given a score of good.
Landing Point Dispersions
Landing point dispersion control is an important factor to consider in the choice of a
recovery system since it affects the payload access response time and the size of the landing site
required to support the mission. All of the systems investigated were capable of meeting the basic
requirement to landing within the dispersion ellipse defined in the RRS mission requirements.
Passive Attenuation: Conventional parachute systems are subject to wind drift after the
main parachute is opened. The simplest way to minimize this effect is to lower the opening
altitude to one which allows operational safety, yet reduces the time and effect of wind
drift. By using an altitude of 10,000 feet for the opening altitude for the main parachute, it
is expected that wind drift can be held to a minimum. This system was given a score of
good.
Air Recovery: A system using helicopters to recover the RRS in the air would be very
tolerant of any drift caused by winds. The main parachute would have to be deployed at an
altitude that would allow the helicopters to start their interception process at 10,000 feet or
slightly above. With a main parachute deployment altitude of approximately 20,000 feet,
wind drift could be held to reasonable limits and the helicopters would have sufficient time
to acquire the target and make multiple engagement passes. This system was also given a
score of good.
Terminal Retro: The terminal retro system would minimize the effect of wind drift
induced dispersions by rapidly descending through the atmosphere and performing retrofire
prior to touchdown. By maintaining a higher rate of descent that with conventional
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parachutes,this systemisrelatively insensitiveto winddrift. This systemwasalsogivena
scoreof good.
Gliding Parachute: This system is the only system that is able to compensate for entry
dispersions and wind drift. By using a gliding parachute, some of the entry dispersion
errors could be canceled while the RRS is on its main parachute. It is also capable of
performing very accurate landing and compensating for any surface winds that may be
present at the time of landing. These performance advantages which exceed the
requirements for dispersion control gives this system a score of very good.
Parachute Opening Loads
The requirement to maintain axial g loads to less than 2 g's during parachute deployment
and atmospheric braking was felt to impose excessively restrictive limits on all of the parachute
system options that were investigated. Reefing techniques and design approaches could be
developed for each system approach at the expense of weight, cost, and system complexity. Since
the entry and landing load requirements were significantly higher than parachute opening load
requirements, it was felt that this requirement was inappropriate and should be reevaluated. All of
the systems would have to make concessions to meet this requirement and therefore all were given
a score of fair.
Ground Impact Attenuation
The reusable nature of the RRS and the survivability requirements for the experiments are
the primary concern in this factor. These systems were judged on the basis of least possible
damage due to impact.
Passive Attenuation: The compliance with impact load requirements will be the primary
objective of the design of this system. Based on past experience with air bag attenuation
systems it was given a score of good. Passive attenuation systems that will meet the 10 g
requirement are not difficult to build.
Air Recovery: Impact loads are negligible for this system. The actual engagement loads
are expected to be in the range of 2 g's. This merits a score of very good.
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Terminal Retros: Impact loads are low for this system. The rocket motors are sized to
the exact weight of the spacecraft, such that the total vertical velocity component is
nullified. The horizontal velocity component (the surface wind) will remain. Based on this
the system was given a score of good.
Gliding Parachute: Under the right circumstances, with a person on the ground
controlling the precise landing location, the direction of the landing with respect to the
wind, and nulling the vertical velocity with a flare, little or no damage would be expected.
If it is possible to bring the vehicle into a net or prepared area on the ground no damage
would occur. This system was given a score of very good.
Post Landing Access
Access to the PM within 2 hours is required to support the objectives of the RRS
experiments. To meet this objective, each recovery system option was evaluated to determine their
impact on post landing access time.
Passive Attenuation: A system using conventional parachutes and passive attenuation
should be able to meet the time requirement for PM access. The only impact of the
recovery system option choice would be to vary the time from landing until the time that the
recovery personnel arrived at the RRS. It was estimated that the choice of recovery system
would only cause a minor variable in the timeline of approximately 10 minutes. Since this
system could meet the primary objective, it was given a score of good.
Air Recovery: Air recovery probably provides the fastest method of providing access to
the PM. This approach eliminates several intermediate steps normally involved if a RRS is
land on the surface of the earth and is then transported to the Post-Recovery facility. Since
this system could significantly improve post landing access time it was given a score of
very good.
Terminal Retro: A system using terminal retros would essentially go through the same
steps as that of a system using conventional parachutes and passive attenuation. This
system was also given a score of good since it met the basic requirements.
Gliding Parachute: A gliding parachute system is able to reduce the access time by
accurately controlling the landing point and potentially reducing the distance to the Post-
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Recoveryfacility. Bothof these factors can improve the access time above that of a system
using conventional parachutes. For these reasons, this system was given a score of very
good.
GSE Access Time
GSE access may be desired shortly after the RRS has landed to provide power to the
subsystems and to maintain thermal control of the experiments. The length of time from landing
until GSE support will have a direct bearing upon vehicle weight, volume and consumables
required to support the experiments.
Passive Attenuation: Access to a RRS using a conventional parachute is expected to
occur immediately after the vehicle is checked for hazards and is safed. This system is not
expected to cause any delays in the process and is therefore given a score of good.
Air Recovery: The air recovery system will not allow GSE support to the RRS until it is
deposited on the ground. This means that the RRS must provide support for its systems
until the RRS is transported to the Post-Recovery facility or the RRS must be lowered to
the ground to allow GSE connection to the RRS. If the latter approach is used, the
advantage of rapid access to the Post-Recovery facility may be negated. Due to the
constraints posed by this recovery system option, it is given a score of fair.
Terminal Retro: GSE access time is essentially the same as that for the recovery system
using a conventional parachute and passive attenuation. Sating of firing circuits for the
retros could be accomplished by the same procedures used to safe pyrotechnics aboard the
RRS. This system was given a score of good.
Gliding Parachute: GSE support would also follow vehicle landing and hazard sating.
Some advantage of the proximity of the landing to the recovery personnel is apparent but
the steps to provide GSE connection would be essentially the same as that used for the
system using a conventional parachute and passive attenuation. This system was also given
a score of good.
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4.4.2 Evaluation Summary
The four landing system options were tabulated in Table 4.4-1 and evaluated for significant
factors that would eliminate a system option.
4.4.3 Design Option Downselect
Comparison of the landing system options allowed the downselect of options from four to
two. The air recovery system option was dropped due to the potential for high operational cost and
limited mission success. To achieve mission success near the 99% range under good visibility
conditions, it was estimated that the recovery crews would have to perform weekly training
exercises to maintain the desired level of proficiency. This, in addition of assuring the availability
of the helicopter flight crew, aircraft and specialized recovery equipment for the duration of the
RRS Project life, was felt to be excessively costly from an operational viewpoint. In addition, the
difficulty of overcoming the night visibility and all weather capability was considered an additional
factor contributing to the decision to drop the air recovery system option.
The other landing system option that was dropped was the terminal retrofire system. This
system was dropped due to the fact that it added an additional safety risk to the design of the
vehicle and that some development effort would be required to make the system operational. This
system requires the addition of the terminal retrorockets with associated timing and fining circuits.
The terminal retrorocket system safety precautions necessary during assembly, testing, launch, and
recovery could be avoided" by the other three landing system options. Even though research
development efforts have shown that this approach is a feasible method of recovery of payloads on
land, some design and development effort is still necessary to produce a system that is acceptable
for routine operational use for the duration of the RRS Project. Since the advantages of this
landing system option were minor as compared to the use of a conventional parachute and passive
attenuation, it was dropped from further investigation.
This left the gliding parachute system and the conventional parachutes system as the
favored options for further design evaluation. These systems were then subjected to more detailed
design, operation, and cost considerations to develop recommendations for landing system design.
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4.4.4 Conventional and Gliding Parachute Comparison
To perform comparison of the two landing systems, additional details were sought that
would allow for a selection of the landing system design. The factor that were considered at this
level were estimates of the recovery system weights, volumes, DDT&E costs, hardware costs,
refurbishment costs, and test program complexity. To gain information on these factors, Mr. John
Kiker personally contacted individuals at three parachute manufacturing firms. The firms contacted
were Para-Flight Incorporated, Pioneer Aerospace Corp., and Irvin Industries, Inc. Table 4.4-2
lists the preliminary parachute system design considerations given to the manufacturers to provide
them a basis for their proposed design estimates. Para-Flight responded by providing an estimate
for a gliding parachute that would be capable of landing the RRS with automatic homing and
ground control of the landing. Pioneer Aerospace provided information on parachute design
estimates for both a conventional and a gliding parachute design. The gliding parachute design
was limited to the parachute itself and did not contain information regarding the control system or
its development. Irvin responded with a design estimate on a conventional parachute design that
would be able to land the RRS. A summary of the information provided by the various
manufacturers is presented in Table 4.4-3.
From the information provided by the various manufacturers, Table 4.4-4 with subjective
scores for landing system comparison of operations, system development, design, and cost factors
was developed. Characteristics of a typical conventional parachutes system (Table 4.4-5) and a
gliding parachute system (Table 4.4-6) are listed to illustrate each of these systems.
4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Evaluation of the landing system design options narrowed the choice down to either a
conventional parachute system with passive attenuation or an actively controlled gliding parachute.
The conventional parachute system will meet the requirements of the RRS at a minimum of risk for
design and cost. It is based on a mature technology where the design parameters are well
understood. The gliding parachute system potentially reduces vertical impact loads and offers
some operational performance advantages in terms of landing accuracy and recovery times. It also
has a minor advantage in terms of hardware weight and volume. These advantages are countered
by higher development risks, development costs, and hardware costs, as well as test program
complexity.
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Table 4.4-2. RRS Parachute System Design Considerations
RRS CHARACTERISTICS
Vehicle Mass 3000 lbs.
Operational Life 10 years
No. of Reuses 10
Landing Altitude 4000 ft. AMSL
CONVENTIONAL PARACHUTE
DROGUE
Deployment Method
Drogue Deployment Altitude
Activation Method
Design Velocity
Type
Number
Mortar
30,000 ft.
Baroswitch
<M--1
Conical Ribbon
1
MAIN
Deployment Method
Main Deployment Altitude
Activation Method
Design Velocity
Type
Number
Rate of Descent @ 4,000 ft.
Pilot Extraction
10,000 ft.
Baroswitch
150 KEAS
Ringsail
1
20 fps
GLIDING PARACHUTE
DROGUE
(Same as Conventional Parachute)
MAIN
Deployment Method
Deployment Altitude
Activation Method
Design Velocity
Type
Glide Ratio
Number
Rate of Descent @ 4,000 ft.
Vertical Touchdown Velocity
Guidance
Landing Flare Control
Pilot Chute Extraction
10,000 to 20,000 ft.
Baroswitch or Ground Command
(rBD)
High Glide Ratio Parachute
> 2.0
1
10 to 25 fps
< 10fps
Automatic Homing and Ground Control
Manual Ground Control
INFORMATION REQUESTED FROM MANUFACTURER FOR BOTH DESIGNS
Estimated System Weight
Estimated System Volume
Estimated DDT&E Costs and Time
Estimated Hardware Cost
Estimated Hardware Flight-to-Flight Refurbishment and Replacement Costs
Anticipated Test Program Duration and Number of Drops to Qualify the System
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Table 4.4-5. Conventional Parachute System Characteristics
Parachute Design
- Drogue
7.3 Foot Ribbon Chute
Single Stage Reefing
25,000 Foot Deployment Altitude
Mortar Deployment
- Main
112.4 Foot Ringsail Chute
Single Stage Reefing
10,000 Foot Deployment Altitude
Drogue Release Deployment
Automatic Disconnect at Landing
Parachute System Weight
160 Pounds
Impact Attenuation
Airbags or
- Crushable Honeycomb
Table 4.4-6. Gliding Parachute System Characteristics
Drogue
- 13 Foot Ribbon Chute
- Single Stage Reefing
- 25,000 Foot Deployment Altitude
Mortar Deployed Drogue
Main
1,100 Square Feet Platform Area Ram-Air High-Glide Parachute
Reefed Deployment of Main Parachute
20,000 Foot Deployment Altitude
Dynamic Pressure <50 psf
Main Deployment by Release of Drogue
Glide Ratio >2.5
Automatic Homing and Ground Control of Guidance
Manual Control of Flair Maneuver
Automatic Disconnect at Landing
Parachute System Weight
135 Pounds
Passive Impact Attenuation
Crushable Honeycomb
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It is recommendedto proceedwith the RRS design definition process using the
conventionalparachutesystemwith passiveattenuationasthe baselinelanding system. This
recommendationis madeon thebasisthatit providesasystemwhichmeetstheRRSrequirements
with themostmaturetechnologyatthe leastrisk to performance,cost,andscheduleimpacts. If it
is desiredto incorporategliding parachutesinto thedesignfor their performanceadvantagesafter
their risksareunderstoodbetter,thentheycouldbeaccommodatedwithin theweightandvolume
allotmentsprovidedfor conventionalparachutes.
5.0 RRS PAYLOAD RECOVERY AND EXPERIMENT ACCESS ANALYSIS
5.1 Purpose
The purpose of this task is to assess the feasibility of developing an operational timeline
which satisfies the 120 minute experiment access objective. Since access time to the experiment is
a critical science requirement, a conceptual timeline of activities starting from RRS landing until
experiment removal will be developed to serve as a reference for the various design option trades.
Additional objectives of this task were to identify design options which could influence each step
of the timeline and to identify facilities, RRS ground support personnel, GSE, and vehicles
required to support the operations. With appropriate feedback from the subsystem design groups,
an overall assessment of each design option can be weighed to arrive at the best design solutions
that meet the science, safety and cost objectives.
5.2 Approach
The approach taken in this study was to start with the RRS configuration as presented in
the Interim Status Review. From this description of the spacecraft, a timeline of activities
describing the postlanding activities leading to experiment module access was developed including
a listing of the necessary facility support, manpower, ground support equipment, and vehicles
necessary to accomplish the activity. To determine the best operational approach to minimize
experiment access time, several operational procedures were evaluated to assess access time,
operational support and design factors influencing each approach. After the reference operational
procedure had been selected and developed, specific spacecraft design options were identified to
assess their impacts to access time, subsystem design impacts, ground support requirements,
safety, and costs. Coordination with the affected subsystem design group will allow the spacecraft
designers to provide their assessment of the impact of the design option to their respective
subsystems. This feedback will provide a coordinated product between the recovery operations
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and the spacecraftdesigngroupswhich reflect the bestoption for the RRSexperimentaccess
needs.
5.3 Applicable Requirements
study.
The RRS SRD was reviewed for requirements which may have an impact on this trade
The following requirements were considered directly applicable to this study.
"3.1.7 Recovery Operations"
The RRS shall be designed for safe operations during deorbit and surface recovery. The
RRS shall be designed to deorbit so as to allow a near-vertical descent from an altitude of at
least 60,000 ft. with a 3 sigma probability of a footprint within a crossrange dispersion of
+6km and a downrange dispersion of +30km. The recovery system shall be designed to
avoid a violation of the selected controlled recovery zone airspace.
"3.2.5.1 PM Access - Post Recovery"
The RRS shall have the capability for providing physical access to the PM within two
hours of ground touchdown. Provisions shall be made to provide thermal control and
electrical power to the PM (via Ground Support Equipment) within TBD minutes of ground
touchdown.
"3.2.10 Safety Requirements"
The safety of the RRS, the flight experiment, ground personnel, the public, and the
prevention of damage to property, and ground and flight property ground and flight
hardware shall be of prime consideration in the total system design. The design tradeoff
studies shall include evaluation of the measures to be employed to prevent both inadvertent
operations and the occurrence of hazardous conditions during all phases of development,
testing, operations, and refurbishment. The design evaluation shall include the impact on
other equipment, payloads, personnel, and public safety as a result of malfunctions,
failures, and abnormal spacecraft performance.
"3.3.5.5 Recovery Phase"
The RRS Thermal Control System shall be designed to minimize the reentry heat soak into
the internal cavity of the vehicle and to minimize the increased RRS PM temperature. The
design shall allow thermal control via GSE to be applied to the PM within TBD minutes of
ground touchdown.
"4.2.4.2 Post - Recovery Timeline"
The RM design shall satisfy a Post-Recovery timeline which includes: connection of
ground cooling and power by impact plus TBD minutes; delivery of the RRS to the Post-
Recovery Facility by impact plus TBD minutes; and removal of the flight animals by 2
hours after impact.
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5.4
5.5
"4.7.3.1 PostFlight EnvironmentalData"
The RM shall record environment measurementsfor analysis after recovery. The
measurementsdescribedin this sectionwill only beusedafterrecoveryandneednot be
telemetereduringflight. A detailedlist is includedin Table4.7.3.1.
"4.7.3.2 PostFlight ImageData"
TheRM shallprovidethecompleterecordof flight imagesafterrecovery.
General Guidelines
Thefollowing generalguidelineswereusedin thisanalysis:
• Baselinevehicleconfigurationis thatdescribedin theReusableReentrySatellite(RRS)
SystemDesignStudystatusreviewdatedNovember28, 1989.
• Thelandingsystemmayconsistof aconventionalor glidingparachute.
• The Post-RecoveryFacility will be locatedat the NASA White SandsTest Facility
locatedon theWhiteSandsMissileRange(WSMR).
• ThemaximumdistancebetweentheReusableReentryVehicle(RRV) landingpoint and
the Post-Recoveryfacility is determinedby orbital ground tracks which cross the
extremesof theWSMR.
• Both daytime and nighttime landings must be supported by recovery operations.
• Hazardous systems must be placed in a safe mode after landing.
System and Operation Assumptions
The following system and operation assumptions were used in this analysis:
• All appropriate landing and recovery support personnel will be at their designated
stations at the time of RRV landing.
• Global Positioning System (GPS) data may be augmented by electronic and visual
location aids to assist the RRV recovery personnel in determining RRV location during
landing.
• Mobile Ground Support Equipment (GSE) will be available to erect the RRV and
remove the Payload Module (PM) from the spacecraft.
• Propellant reserves and residuals are retained onboard the RRV at landing.
• Hazard safety inspection activities at the landing point will include prop.ellant vapor
detection, thermal hazard assessment, visual inspection and pyro circuit sating
verification.
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Electricalpowerfor thePM EnvironmentalControlLife SupportSystem(ECLSS)will
beprovided by the spacecraftafter landing until the groundsupport personnelcan
connectGSEto providegroundpower.
Accessto thePM requiresremovalof therecoverysystemcontainer.
Any specialtoolsor GSErequiredfor PM removalwill beavailableasRRV unique
GSE.
A GroundControlExperimentModule (GCEM) SupportCartspecificallydesignedfor
post-landingsupportof thePM will beavailableif requ.ired.TheGCEM SupportCart
will provide the necessaryGSEsupportfor PM servicesas specifiedin the system
designrequirements.The SupportCarthasa wheeledcarriagewhich allows it to be
towedbyanothervehicle.
Power,data,andfluid interfacesbetweenthe RRV andthePM will bedesignedwith
rapidconnectionanddisconnectionin mind.
Thelaunchsupportinterfacesareavailableto providepost-landingthermalcontrolto the
PM with GSEafterlanding.
The cooling loop reservoir hassufficient thermal storagecapacity to maintain PM
environmentaltemperaturerequirementduringvehicleascent,descent,andrecovery.
Sufficient thermal storagecapability will exist to maintain the temperatureof the
Experiment Module (EM) within required limits for three hours after Astromast
retractionprior to deorbit.
Methodof structuralattachmentof thePM to theRRVstructureis TBD.
Attachmentpointsfor lifting andrestrainingtheRRV andits modulesby GSEand/or
cranesandhelicopterswill bebuilt into thebasicstructure.
Access to the experiment module within the PM pressure vessel is assumed to be
through a pressure vessel cover retained by a quickly detachable device.
5.6 Post-landing Recovery Operation Options
Three basic payload recovery and access options were selected to evaluate recovery
operations and RRV design options. These recovery operation options are as follows:
1. Helicopter Return of RRV and EM Access in Post-Recovery Facility.
2. Helicopter Return of RRV with PM Removal on Facility Apron and EM Access in
Post-Recovery Facility.
3. PM Removal at Landing Site with Helicopter Transfer of PM and EM Access in Post-
Recovery Facility.
A fourth option considered the removal of the EM at the landing site to reduce the access
time but was excluded due to exposure of the experiment to the uncontrolled ambient environment
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of the landing site and thepotential costsandcomplexity requiredto avoid compromisingthe
scientificobjectives.
Theinitial evaluationassumedatimeline for thepostlandingactivitieswhich startedfrom
thetime of landingof theRRSat a point which is approximately75 milesfrom the NASA Test
Facility area. A mapof theWSMR is shownin Figure5.6-1with locationsof variousfacilities
andlandingzonesillustrated.The75miledistancerepresentsa landingof theRRV in the90mile
WSMR impactareain theNorthRangewhich is approximately75milesfrom theNASA facility.
Sincethegroundtrackis controlledby orbital mechanicsandtheRRV is a ballistic vehicle, the
end-of-missionlandingpoint canendat the 90 mile impact area. For a ballistic entry vehicle
crossingWSMR on a low inclination non-integerorbit, the predicted landing point may be
anywhereon therangewith asuitablesurface.High inclinationmissionsusingnearintegerorbits
mayalsorequiretheuseof the90mile WSMR impactareafor groundtrackscrossingthewestern
portion of the range. Much of therest of the westernhalf of WSMR is either mountainousor
occupiedbyfacilitiesandareasnotsuitablefor RRV landings.
Laterevaluationof transportationtimesindicatedthattoomuchtimewasrequiredto travel
the75milescarryinganexternalload.Therefore,sinceHollomanAFB wasmorecentrallylocated,
it wasassumedasthe locationof thePost-Recoveryfacility alongwith arestrictionthat landing
sitesbe within 40 miles of the facility. This allowed a more reasonabletransport time of 40
minutes.End-of-missiontargetpointscanbeascloseas10milesto thePost-Recoveryfacility if
the orbital ground track happensto crossthat point on theday of mission termination. This,
however,doesnot meanthat wecanalwayschooseto terminatethe missionon that orbit just to
suitaccesstimedesires.Missionoperationsdo havesomedegreeof flexibility in selectingwhich
orbitalpathcrossingWSMRshouldbeusedfor theend-of-mission.Otherfactorssuchasweather
andexperimentobjectivesmayalsoinfluencethechoiceof thespecificmissionterminationorbit.
Thetimelinecontinuesthroughall of theactivitiesrelatedto RRVrecoveryuntil theRRV is
deliveredto thePost-Recoveryfacility andaccessis gainedto theExperimentModule(EM).
The timesspecifiedfor eachstepof thepost-landingactivity representsanestimateof the
rangeof time required which is dependentupon the subsystemdesignoption, transportation
method,andoperationalprocedureselectedaswell asrangeenvironmentalconditionsatthetimeof
landing. The minimum time is theestimatefor theoperationwhenall activities areperformed
accordingto planandtheRRSdesignreflectsoptimumconsiderationfor recoveryoperations.The
time incrementfor operationaluncertaintyis theadditionaltime thatmay berequiredif planned
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procedures are slowed by unexpected difficulties such as tool breakage, procedural errors, or
operational inefficiency. The final time increment is the additional time that may be required if the
RRS design cannot be completely optimized for recovery operations such as hardware attachment
locations, connector location and access, and GSE interfaces. All of the times identified have been
estimated based on experienced judgement and by separating each step into sufficiently small
activities to allow a reasonable evaluation of the time required to complete the activity.
5.6.1 Option 1, Helicopter Return and Direct EM Access
The first payload recovery and experiment access option uses helicopter transportation of
the RRV from the landing site to the front of the Post-Recovery facility. There the RRV is placed
on a transporter and moved inside the Post-Recovery facility for removal of the EM or the flight
animals. When the EM or flight animals enter the laboratory section of the Post-Recovery facility,
the access timeline is considered completed. The following section describes all of the activities
anticipated for this operational procedure.
5.6.1.1 RRV Landing
This scenario starts with the RRV landing within the dispersion area of the predicted target
point within the boundaries of WSMR. Tracking by WSMR range systems and onboard GPS
navigation system should provide the ground recovery personnel information as to the actual drift
direction of the RRV while it is in the terminal descent phase of the mission. Normally, the
recovery personnel will be located outside the mid-point of the dispersion ellipse perpendicular to
the orbit ground track.
A helicopter containing the hazard inspection and sating personnel will be aloft and
downrange of the predicted target point to gain visual contact of the RRV. RRV location devices
and GPS data are expected to aid in the acquisition of the RRV by the helicopter crew. Once the
RRV has been sighted, the recovery personnel will deploy to arrive slightly upwind of the vehicle
landing point. Upon ground contact of the RRV, the timeline for EM access operations will be
considered to be initiated. After ground contact, the parachute will be automatically collapsed or
released to avoid dragging the RRV on the ground. The time from ground contact until the arrival
of the helicopter with the hazard inspection and safety personnel is expected to be from 5 to 15
minutes under good weather daylight conditions. This time may be extended to 25 minutes under
nighttime minimum weather conditions.
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5.6.1.2 Hazard Inspection and Sating
The first person on the scene at the landing site should be a suited hazard and safety team
member with a propellant vapor detector to inspect for residual propellant leaks. Upon
confirmation that no hazardous leaks are present, the vapor detector is left downwind of the
spacecraft and a visual inspection of all pyrotechnic elements is conducted. Manual sating of the
pyrotechnic circuits and inerting of location devices will be required before other tasks can
proceed. One concern is that the RRV may still be too hot from reentry heating to allow
unprotected technicians to manually work on the vehicle. Analysis will have to be performed to
determine the range of temperatures expected for the RRV structure and components. If analysis
indicates that hazardous structural temperatures may exist at landing, either provisions to
accommodate recovery operations must be made or this step in the timeline may be greatly
extended. Provided that no anomalies are found and that thermal conditions do not present a
problem, the hazard inspection and sating should take from 10 to 25 minutes.
5.6.1.3 RRV Transportation Sling Installation
After the hazard inspection has been completed, the recovery personnel will attach a
transportation sling to the RRV to allow it to be carried by a helicopter. This sling may be attached
to the launch support attachment points, parachute harness attachment points, or a single point
location. The design option to increase the number of attachment points yields improved stability
while it is being transported but has the converse disadvantage of requiring more time to connect
the hardware as the number of attachment points increase. It may also be necessary to connect
power and thermal control interfaces from the GSE to the RRV. The need for these services at this
time is subject to design study. This activity is expected to take from 5 to 20 minutes. Other
activity occurring at the same time will be the recovery and storage of the descent parachute.
Pickup and return of the parachute will be accomplished by assigned personnel supported by
ground transportation and is not expected to affect the critical timeline.
5.6.1.4 RRV Helicopter Transfer
The helicopter transporting the RRV will engage the sling to its cargo hook and fly the
RRV containing the PM back to the Post-Recovery facility. It will lower the RRV to a mobile
transporter located on the apron in front of the Post-Recovery facility. Once the RRV is in the
support cradle, the sling and any optional GSE will be disengaged. With transportation over the
distance of 75 miles, it was found that transportation time became the critical factor in the timeline.
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Discussionwith personnelat Hill AFB indicatedthattheexpectedflight performanceof a HH-53
helicopterwith anexternalloadvariedfrom 60 to 90 knots. For this reason,it wasfelt thatthe
locationfo thePost-Recoveryfacility shouldbebaselinedto alocationmorecentralto theWSMR.
Onesuchlocation is theHollomanAFB which is locatedon theeasternsideof therange. The
otherchangewas to limit missionorbits sothat orbital pathswould crosswithin 40nm of the
Post-Recoveryfacility. This resultedin a transportationtime of 40 to 65 minutesallowing for
aircraftperformanceandtimefor operationsonbothendsof thetransportationprocess.Ability of
availablehelicopterscancarrya loadthesize,shapeandweightof theRRV atthesespeedswithout
encounteringaerodynamicinstabilitiesmustbeverifiedby furtheraerodynamicanalysisor teststo
confirmthetimerequiredfor thisoperation.
5.6.1.5 RRV Transfer to Post-Recovery Facility
Once the RRV is placed on the mobile transporter, it must be secured to the transporter
before it is moved inside the Post-Recovery facility. The section of the Post-Recovery facility that
contains the RRV is assumed to be adjacent to but separate from the section used for Post-
Recovery experiment support. Reasons for the separation of work areas are that the RRV may still
have propellants onboard, creating a potential safety risk, and the environment surrounding the
vehicle may not be suitable for support of the post-flight scientific experiment activities. Propellant
vapor detection, fire suppression support, and fans for air circulation are anticipated to be required
in this facility in support of RRV operations. After the RRV is inside the facility, work platforms
will be placed next to the RRV to provide access to the top of the PM. This activity is anticipated
to require from 10 to 20 minutes.
5.6.1.6 Recovery System Canister Removal
The work platform will allow technicians to remove modules and equipment from the RRV
without damaging the spacecraft. With access to the upper deck, the technicians will disconnect
the wiring to the Recovery System canister and install caps on all connectors. Removal of the
Recovery System canister will require unfastening structural attachments between the canister and
the RRV structure. If the hard points for the parachute harness were located in the canister, then
several high tensile strength fasteners would be required to join the canister to the RRV structure.
An empty Recovery System canister should be light enough to be manually lifted from its
installation point. This activity is anticipated to take approximately 10 to 20 minutes.
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5.6.1.7 Access to EM
Technicians on the work platform are anticipated to only have to remove a simple device
retaining the top of the PM pressure vessel containing the EM. Once the PM is opened, access is
available to the animal cage or the entire experiment module. Removal of either the EM or the
animal cage would require a hoist since the cage assembly alone weighs approximately 150
pounds. After the EM or animal cage is removed from the RRV, it is transferred to the laboratory
part of the Post-Recovery facility thus completing the access timeline sequence. This final phase of
the time critical timeline may take from 10 to 20 minutes to complete.
5.6.1.8 RRV Deactivation and Post-Access Operations
Deactivation of the RRV propulsion system and other post-access operations are not
included in the timeline but involve the ground personnel, equipment, and facilities supporting the
payload retrieval and access activities. For completeness, these operations will be described for
estimating support requirements.
After the EM is removed from the RRV, additional operations such as propulsion system
deactivation, recorded experiment data download, fluid sampling, and critical hardware removal
must be accomplished. The RRV may be moved to a separate deactivation facility located near the
other facilities to allow spacecraft post-recovery operations to be completed. The choice of facility
use will largely be driven by ground safety and facility availability considerations. This activity is
not time critical and is expected to take 24 hours to complete. The facility required for spacecraft
deactivation must be well ventilated and have standard utility services in addition to fire support.
Spacecraft GSE designed to drain and clean residual propellant from the propulsion system will be
in the facility. Personnel to support the propulsion system deactivation will be provided. After the
propulsion system is flushed and drained, a dry gas pad is placed in the system. Any additional
safmg required for pyrotechnic system will be accomplished at this time.
Downloading of the stored experiment data and images is envisioned to be accomplished by
connecting a data interface connector and transferring the recorded data to ground equipment for
support of the experiments. The flight recorder will probably remain with the vehicle for checkout
and refurbishment at the refurbishment facility. Fluid sampling of the onboard fluids may be
accomplished if it is necessary to support the experiments or vehicle post-flight analysis. Any
other system requiring immediate deservicing is accommodated and all systems are sealed in
preparation for transportation back to the refurbishment facility. Coordinated packaging and
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transportationof theRRV, its GSE,andtheflight experimenthardwareassociatedwith theRRV is
anticipated.
5.6.2 Option 2, Helicopter Return, PM Removal and EM Access
The second payload recovery and experiment access option is similar to the first option
except that the PM is removed from the RRV outside the Post-Recovery facility and the PM is
transported into the experiment laboratory. The steps from RRV landing through helicopter
transfer are the same as the first option. This option reduces some facility requirements and may
ease some ground safety concerns. The following describes the steps involved in the operational
activity.
5.6.2.1 RRV Landing
This sequence in the recovery operation is identical with that described in the first option.
All of the steps and consideration discussed also apply for this operation. The range of time
estimated for this step of the operation should cover the same span of 5 minutes to 25 minutes
specified in the first option.
5.6.2.2 Hazard Inspection and Sating
Hazard inspection and sating activities are also identical to those described in the first
option. All safety considerations must be properly addressed before other steps are allowed to
proceed. The time estimated for this step is the same 10 to 25 minutes specified in the first
operation option.
5.6.2.3 RRV Transportation Sling Installation
The attachment of the sling for helicopter transfer of the RRV is also identical to that
described for the first operation option. This process is expected to take the same 5 to 20 minutes
to complete. This time is driven by the design of the sling and the number of attachment points
required. Also parallel to this activity will be the recovery and storage of the parachute.
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5.6.2.4 RRV Helicopter Transfer
Helicopter transfer of the RRV will proceed in the same manner as discussed in the first
operational option. To keep the timeline consistent, the time of 40 to 65 minutes should also be
used for this step of the operation. This step ends when the RRV is placed on the transportation
support cradle in front of the Post-Recovery facility.
5.6.2.5 Recovery System Canister Removal
For this recovery operation option, the Recovery System canister removal will be on the
apron in front of the Post-Recovery facility. This step is accomplished immediately after the RRV
is secured in the support cradle to alleviate the need to use a facility to perform this activity. Safety
procedures regarding detection of propellant vapors and f'tre suppression will have to be observed.
The procedure involved in the removal of the Recovery System canister from the RRV will be the
same as that described in the fin'st operation option with the exception of its location and time
sequence. Since the activity regarding the canister is similar, the completion of this step in the
operation is also expected to take approximately 10 to 20 minutes.
5.6.2.6 PM Interface Disconnection
In this recovery operation option, the PM must be removed from the RRV and transported
separately into the Post-Recovery facility. Access to the upper surface of the PM is available after
the Recovery System canister is removed. At this point, interface connectors which provide
power, data, oxygen, pressurized air, water, and launch support thermal service for the PM are
disconnected. The power interface may be left until the last item to minimize the time without
ECLSS thermal control. The RRV power system circuit breakers must be opened before the
interface is disengaged. To minimize the time required to engage and disengage these interfaces,
some of the interfaces may be designed for drop-in engagement with the PM. Some of the fluid
interfaces may have conventional threaded fasteners unless low leakage quick disconnect fasteners
are found to be suitable for the long duration space application. If conventional fasteners are used,
each fitting must be capped and sealed to prevent entry of foreign material. Removal of the
structural fasteners holding the PM to the RRV structure may be accomplished simultaneously with
the interface disconnect process providing that the work platform provides adequate space for more
than one technician. Depending upon the number of interfaces and the nature of fluid connectors
used, it is anticipated that this task may require from 10 to 40 minutes to complete.
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5.6.2.7 PM Removal and Transfer
Removal of the PM from the RRV requires that a sling be attached to the PM or a lifting
point be built into the PM. A mobile crane positioned on the apron earlier will move over the PM
and extract the PM from the RRV. The crane will then swing the PM clear of the RRV and transfer
it to the Ground Control Experiment Module Support Cart. Any alignment guides necessary to
assist in the installation of the PM into the GCEM Support Cart should be designed into the
structure to minimize time required for this step. Once the PM is placed into the GCEM Support
Cart, all of the interface connectors and structural fasteners must be reconnected to support the PM
during its return to the Post-Recovery facility. After the interfaces are connected, power can be
supplied by the GCEM Support Cart to the PM for thermal and atmospheric control of the EM.
Assuming that the time required to reconnect the interface fasteners is the same as that to
disconnect, this phase of the activity is expected to require from 20 to 50 minutes to complete since
the transfer activity was added to the timeline.
5.6.2.8 PM Transfer to Post-Recovery Facility
Once the PM is placed in the GCEM Support Cart, it is moved inside the Post-Recovery
facility. After the PM is inside the facility, work platforms will be placed next to the PM to provide
access to the top of the PM. This activity is anticipated to require from 10 to 20 minutes.
5.6.2.9 Access to EM
Technicians on the work platform are anticipated to only have to remove a simple device
retaining the top of the PM pressure vessel containing the EM. Once the PM is opened, it is
assumed that access is available to the flight animals and the timeline is stopped. If the animal cage
has to be removed from the EM, it would require a hoist since the cage assembly alone weighs
approximately 150 pounds. Depending upon the operational procedure, this final phase of the time
critical timeline can take from 10 to 20 minutes.
5.6.2.10 RRV Deactivation and Post-Access Operations
Deactivation of the RRV propulsion system and other post-access operations are not
included in the timeline but involve the ground personnel, equipment, and facilities supporting the
payload retrieval and access activities. For the purpose of completeness, these operations will be
described for the purpose of estimating support requirements.
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After thePM is removedfrom theRRV, additionaloperationssuchaspropulsionsystem
deactivation,recordedexperimentdatadownload,fluid sampling,andcritical hardwareremoval
mustbeaccomplished.TheRRVwill bemovedto aseparatedeactivationfacility locatednearthe
otherfacilities to allowspacecraftpost-recoveryoperationsto becompleted.Thechoiceof facility
usewill largelybedrivenby groundsafetyandfacility availabilityconsiderations.Thisactivity is
not time critical andis expectedto take24hoursto complete.Thefacility requiredfor spacecraft
deactivationmustbewell ventilatedandhavestandardutility servicesin addition to fire support.
SpacecraftGSEdesignedto drainandcleanresidualpropellantfrom thepropulsionsystemwill be
awaitingin thefacility. Personnelto supportthepropulsionsystemdeactivationwill beprovided
to supportthe operation. After thepropulsionsystemis flushedanddrained,a dry gaspadis
placedin thesystem.Any additionalsafingrequiredfor pyrotechnicsystemwill beaccomplished
at thistime.
Removalof flight andexperimentdataaswell assamplingof fluids areexpectedto proceedin a
mannervery similar to thatdiscussedin the first recovery option. Completion of this activity and
preparation for shipment is not time critical and is expected to be coordinated with the return of the
RRV and flight experiments.
5.6.3 Option 3, PM Removal at Landing Site and Transfer to
Post-Recovery Facility
The third payload recovery and experiment access option considered consists of removal of
the PM at the landing site and return by helicopter to the Post-Recovery facility. For this option,
the RRV landing and hazard inspection steps remain basically the same but operations significantly
change for the remaining steps. This option may avoid problems associated with helicopter
transfer of the entire RRV but requires additional time, effort and equipment at the landing site. The
following describes the activities and times anticipated for this operational procedure.
5.6.3.1 RRV Landing
The RRV landing dispersion control for this option remains the same as described for the
two previous options. However, it requires the ground personnel and equipment to be near the
target point before landing to maintain timeline control. The ground support personnel will consist
of personnel handling a mobile crane capable of lifting the RRV, transportation personnel with a
truck or trailer capable of carrying the RRV back to the Post-Recovery facility, and RRV
technicians for spacecraft and experiment access.
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A helicopter containing the hazard inspection and sating personnelwill be aloft and
downrangeof thepredictedtargetpointto assistin gainingvisualcontactwith theRRV. Oncethe
RRV hasbeenacquiredby tracking, the groundand airbornepersonnelwill deploy to arrive
slightly upwind of the vehicle landing point. Upon ground contact,the timeline for access
operationswill beconsideredto bein effect. Thetimefrom groundcontactuntil thearrival of the
helicopter with the hazardinspectionand safetypersonnelis expectedto be the sameas the
previousoptionwhich makesit from 5to 25minutesdependinguponlandingsystem,lighting and
weatherconsiderations.
5.6.3.2 Hazard Inspection and Sating
The procedures and precautions involved in hazard inspection and safing are expected to be
the same as those in the two earlier recovery operation options. For these reasons, the same time
of 10 to 25 minutes is expected to apply for this step of the recovery procedure.
5.6.3.3 RRV Positioning and Stabilization
While the hazard inspection was in progress, the crane and transporter should have arrived.
A sling is attached to the RRV to allow the crane to erect the RRV and place it on a transportation
cradle on the transport vehicle. Retaining straps will be connected to secure the RRV on the cradle
and the crane is disengaged from the RRV. A cradle and appropriate restraining devices are
considered necessary GSE due to the shape of the baseline RRV. Due to the nature of this activity,
it is anticipated that 10 to 30 minutes will be required to perform this task. Parallel to this activity,
ground personnel will recover the parachute and place it into storage containers to protect it from
damage.
5.6.3.4 Recovery System Canister Removal
Removal of the Recovery System canister for this operational option will take place at the
landing site. This requires that the work platforms providing access to the upper deck be integral
with the mobile transporter. The canister attachment method concerns discussed in the first
recovery operations option also apply to this option. The time required to accomplish this
procedure should require from 10 to 20 minutes to complete.
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5.6.3.5 PM Interface Disconnection
Disconnection of the PM interfaces with the RRV is expected to be similar to that discussed
in the second recovery operation option. It will primarily differ in the fact that it will be done
earlier in the sequence and under field operation conditions. With these considerations in mind,
this operation may take from 10 to 50 minutes to accomplish.
5.6.3.6 PM Removal and Transfer
Removal of the PM from the RRV requires that a sling be attached to the PM or a lifting
point be built into the PM. The crane used earlier to lift the RRV on the cradle will be positioned
over the PM and extract the PM from the RRV. The crane will then swing the PM clear of the
RRV and transfer it to the GCEM Support Cart which should have been placed on the ground
earlier. Once the PM is placed into the GCEM Support Cart, all of the interface connectors and
structural fasteners must be reconnected to support the PM during its return to the Post-Recovery
facility. After the interfaces are connected, power can be supplied by the GCEM Support Cart to
the PM for thermal and atmospheric control of the EM. Assuming that the time required to
reconnect the interface fasteners is the same as that to disconnect, this phase of the activity is
expected to require from 20 to 60 minutes to complete since the transfer activity was added to the
timeline.
5.6.3.7 PM Helicopter Transfer
The helicopter transporting the PM inside the GCEM Support Cart will engage its sling and
fly them to the Post-Recovery facility. With transit over the distance of 40 miles and allowing time
for operations on both ends of the transportation process, it is anticipated that 40 to 65 minutes will
be required for transportation to the Post-Recovery facility.
5.6.3.8 PM Transfer to Post-Recovery Facility
Once the GCEM Support Cart is placed on the apron in front of the Post-Recovery facility,
it must be towed directly into the experiment laboratory section of the Post-Recovery facility. After
the GCEM Support Cart is inside the facility, work platforms will be placed next to the PM to
provide access to the top of the PM. This activity is anticipated to require from 10 to 20 minutes.
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5.6.3.9 PM Access to EM
Technicians on the work platform are anticipated to only have to remove a simple device
retaining the top of the PM pressure vessel containing the EM. Removal of the animal cages would
require a hoist since the cage assembly alone weighs approximately 150 pounds. At this point,
access to the animals is available in the laboratory and the critical timeline is stopped. This final
phase of the time critical timeline can take from 10 to 20 minutes.
5.6.3.10 RRV Return to Deactivation Facility
Return of the RRV from the landing point to a deactivation facility located at the NASA
White Sands Test Facility is not included in the critical timeline but involves the ground personnel,
equipment, and facilities supporting the payload retrieval and access activities. The mobile
transporter with the RRV secured on a transportation cradle will return by surface routes to the
NASA facility. Depending upon the landing location, the transportation phase of this operation
may require several hours.
5.6.3.11 RRV Deactivation and Post-Access Operations
The deactivation and post-access operations are considered to be the same as those
discussed in the second recovery operation option. A facility separate from the Post-Recovery
facility will be utilized for this step since it minimizes risk to the experiment and support personnel.
5.7 RRS Recovery Operation Option Assessment
The three payload recovery and access options are compared in the following Tables 5.7-1,
5.7-2 and 5.7-3 as well as Figures 5.7-1, 5.7-2 and 5.7-3 to illustrate the time required to complete
the operation from the time of RRV land contact until access is available to the flight animals by the
experimenters. The tables and figures indicate the range of time estimated to accomplish each step
of the operation. From the tables, we can see that the helicopter return of the RRS and direct
access to the experiment module at the Post-Recovery facility (Option 1) has a significant time
margin over the other two options and the minimum time is within the access time requirement
limit. Since the last two options are at or exceed the access time limit, effort was focused on the
first option to further refine details of the operation.
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The range of time specified for each step in the recovery timeline were estimates
considering both design and operational factors. At this time it is not considered very practical to
try to refine the timeline values through establishment of average time values and RSS'd errors to
arrive at the maximum probable time for the operation. In fact, it is uncertain whether or not the
120 minute access time requirement can be met with any reasonable assumption for contingencies.
It is considered more practical to address the major timeline drivers and develop proper design and
operational steps to insure that these items can meet or be less than the times indicated in the
recovery timeline. Once further design definition has been completed for the RRV, this timeline
should be reevaluated and efforts made to make sure that the total timeline will meet the access
requirements with consideration for errors and contingencies.
An estimate of the facility support, manpower, ground support equipment, and vehicles
needed to accomplish the payload recovery and experiment access was developed from the
recovery timeline. The support required was grouped by the three main locations of recovery
operations which were the RRV landing site, Post-Recovery facility area, and the RRV
deactivation area. The first two locations are in direct response to the critical timeline whereas the
RRV deactivation area support is a continuation of the recovery operation after the critical timeline
events have been completed. Since all of these activities are in support of the recovery of the
vehicle and flight experiments, they were addressed at this time. Table 5.7-4 lists the estimated
nature and level of support required for each location.
5.7.1 Facility Support
The facility support for the RRV recovery operations covers three different locations. At
the landing site, the main support required from WSMR is RRV tracking and operations
communications. The tracking support is required to determine the location of the RRV during its
terminal descentphase in order that the recovery personnel will be close to the touchdown point at
the time of vehicle landing. Communications between the RRS ground station and the recovery
operations personnel is required to receive GPS location data from the RRV. Additionally,
communications between the various RRS ground support elements will be required during the
course of the operation.
At the Post-Recovery facility, a helicopter landing area in front of the facility with adequate
lighting for night operations is required. Site support for fire suppression is also desired once the
RRV is in the area. An enclosed facility to provide weather protection for the RRV is required to
perform operations for the removal of the EM or flight animals from the RRV. This facility should
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be separated from the laboratory facilities used to perform post-flight experiments on the animals.
A hoist capable of removing the EM as well as lifting the RRV is required in the facility.
To support deactivation of the RRV, a facility with weather protection, adequate
ventilation, and safe separation distance from other activities is required. Fire suppression support
is also required at this facility. This facility may be the same as the one initially used for EM
removal as long as the safe separation distance from the experiment laboratory is maintained. An
overhead hoist or crane capable of lifting the entire RRV is required to assist in the repositioning of
the RRV for return shipment to the refurbishment location. After these operations are completed, a
dump area must be provided for disposal of the neutralized propellants and contaminated flushing
fluids.
5.7.2 RRV Personnel
The personnel listed in this section describe those individuals who are directly involved
with contact with the RRV during recovery operations. The RRV personnel identified are expected
to be some of the same individuals at each location. Site support personnel such as those
individuals providing security, communications, tire protection, vehicle operation, and aircraft
operations are not enumerated. The recovery operations team at the landing site will consist of the
operations director, hazard and sating technicians, RRV system technicians, and parachute
recovery personnel. At the Post-Recovery facility, these personnel may be augmented with
individuals to assist in the removal and engagement of slings, retention devices, and handling of
the RRV components. It is expected that the same individuals will be used to complete the
deactivation of the RRV and preparation of the equipment for return transportation to the
refurbishment location.
5.7.3 GSE
GSE items used in one location during the recovery operation may be carried through each
of the following locations if required. The items identified represent the major items that must be
available at each location. At the landing site, the first items needed are the propellant vapor
detectors and protective garments for the hazard and sating personnel. Portable lighting may be
required if the operation is performed at night. A harness to connect the RRV to the helicopter for
transport will have to be provided. If it is necessary to provide power and thermal support to the
RRV immediately, then air transportable GSE will be required to support those needs. Any special
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tools for engagementof this hardwareis also required. A containerto storethe parachuteis
desiredto protectit againstransportationandhandlingdamage.
TheRRVcradleandrestraintsto secureit to thetransportationvehicleshouldbewaitingat
thePost-Recoveryfacility. Easilyattachableor integralworkstandsto allow rapid accessto the
EM arenecessaryto keepthetimeline to a minimum. Hardwareto lift theEM or animal cages
from theRRV, andanEM transportationcart to move the EM into the experiment laboratory are
also necessary. If the RRV requires continued power and thermal control support during this
operation, the source used during helicopter transportation will be removed from the helicopter and
carried with the RRV.
The RRV cradle and transporter will be retained during the deactivation operation. The
primary additional GSE will be the RRV propulsion system service cart with its associated
equipment. All of the GSE used in the previous locations will be gathered for packing and return
after the deactivation operation is completed.
5.7.4 Vehicle
One HH-53 helicopter or equivalent unit will be used in the location of the RRV and
transportation to the Post-Recovery facility. Supporting the landing site will be a truck to pick up
the parachute container and any personnel necessary on the ground to connect the helicopter to the
transportation sling. At the Post-Recovery facility, a mobile transporter capable of carrying the
RRV is required. This vehicle may be a truck, truck and trailer, or other transporter capable of
supporting the RRV and providing sufficient work area to perform experiment access operations.
A tow motor or truck may be required to move the EM package from its removal point to the
experiment laboratory. The mobile transporter is needed to move the RRV to the deactivation area
and finally to the shipping point for return to the refurbishment location. An aircraft tow truck or
other appropriate vehicle may be necessary to move the RRV propulsion system service cart in and
around the deactivation work area. A fork lift will be required to load all of the GSE container and
equipment for return shipment.
5.8 RRS Design and Operation Considerations
Several RRS design and operation options have been identified that directly affect the
proposed RRV recovery and experiment access timeline. A summary of these options is given in
Table 5.8-1 of this report. The operations options identified for deorbit targeting were primarily in
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Table5.8.1. DesignandOperationalOptionsAffectingRecoveryTimeline
Activity Desi_,n and Ooeration Options
RRV Landing
Hazard Inspection
and Sating
RRV Transportation
Sling Installation
RRV Helicopter
Transfer
RRV Transfer to
Post-Recovery Facility
Recovery System Canister
Removal
Access to EM
• Deorbit Targeting
- Mission termination orbit selection
- Entry targeting dispersions
- Wind drift compensation targeting
• Parachute System Design
- Conventional parachutes
- Gliding parachutes
• Parachute deployment altitude
• RRV Position Determination During Terminal Descent
- WSMR range tracking
- GPS position feedback
- Visual location aids
• Propulsion System Design
- Propellant dump and purge
- System depressurization
• RRV Transportation Sling Design
- Number of attachment points
- Method of attachment
- location of attachment points
• RRV Power and Thermal Control GSE
- Interface connector design
- GSE unit size and weight
• Helicopter Performance
• RRV Aerodynamic Stability
- RRV shape
- Transportation sling bridle length
- Number and location of RRV attachment points
• Constraint on Landing Site Area
• RRV Cradle and Retention System Design
• RRV Work Platform Design
• Location of Recovery System
• Canister Attachment Method
• Parachute Harness Attachment Location
• PM Pressure Vessel Closure Design
• EM and Animal Cage Design
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theareaof missionoperationsrelatedto missionterminationorbit selectionandinitial missionorbit
parameterplanning. Thesetwo factors stronglydrive thelocationof the landing targetpoint.
Anotherfactoris thecontrolof thelandingdispersionswhile thevehicleis on its parachute.This
is affected by the design choice of the parachutesystemand operationalmethods used to
compensatefor wind drift. A conventionalparachutesystemcould minimize wind drift by
loweringtheopeningaltitudeof themainparachute.Themajortimelinedriveris thetransportation
time betweenthe landing site andthe Post-Recoveryfacility. Operationalfactors include the
physical time requiredto connectanddisconnectthe sling and travel time affectedby weather
conditions.Designfactorsaremainlythosethataffecttheoperatingvelocityof thehelicopterwith
its attachedload.
In eachstepof therecoveryoperation,designdetailsaffectingthetimelinewereidentified.
A designchoicewhich impactsthetimelineis theselectionof themethodof attachmentof theRRV
to the helicopter.If PM removalis considered,thedesignchoiceof the interfaceconnectorshas
significantimpacton thetimerequiredto disconnectandreconnectall of the serviceinterfaces.
Theotherdesignchoiceswereincludedasconsiderationsthatshouldbeaddressedasdesigndetail
is refined.
5.9 Conclusions and Recommendations
The development and analysis of the recovery and EM access timelines indicate that it is
feasible to accomplish the operation within the 2 hour limit specified. For the purpose of
continuation of the study effort, it is recommended that the first option of helicopter return of the
RRV and removal of the EM at the Post-Recovery facility be baselined. It is also recommended to
constrain the landing sites to be within the range of 40 n.m. from the Post-Recovery facility and to
move the Post-Recovery facility to a more central location than the NASA Test Facility. Analysis
of RRV anticipated post-landing thermal history is necessary to insure that it does not present a
hazard or hinder the performance of the operation. Each of the design and operation options
identified should be pursued in the further refinement of the vehicle design and operations process.
After design options are analyzed and selections made, a better timeline with accurate estimates for
potential time variation can be performed to assure that the timeline does not exceed the required 2
hours with reasonable allowances for contingencies.
In the event that further analyses indicate that sufficient time will not be available to
accomplish the operation within the required 2 hours with allowance for contingencies, the fourth
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option presentedin the beginningof this report bedevelopedto identify the activities, times,
equipment,personnel,andfacility supportnecessaryto meetthescienceobjectives.
It is alsorecommendedthat NASAcoordinaterangeschedulingandrangeusagepriorities
to assurethat top priority begivento supportthe RRSmissionduringcritical periodsfollowing
launchandprecedingplannedlanding. A lowerpriority for rangeusageandrecoverysupportcan
be used for the majority of the mission duration where the need for rapid support and range
clearance is not as critical an issue. This is necessary to share the range with other users and to
minimize the operational cost of maintaining range and recovery personnel on immediate standby
for the duration of the mission.
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